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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

This statement of evidence addresses the landscape and urban design effects of
the proposed Northern Corridor Improvements (NCI) project. It is based on my
previous review of the project in January 2017, but also takes into account the
review of the proposal by Auckland Council’s Urban Design Panel on March 15th
2017. My analysis particularly focuses on two matters:
i) Urban Design & Connectivity; and
ii) Effects on Amenity Including Key Views

2.

My review and the subsequent Urban Design Panel recommendations criticised
the NCI project for a shortage of detail over design and mitigation measures.
Concern was expressed about a lack of precision in relation to the assessment of
amenity effects on particular residential catchments. These matters have been
discussed with NZTA, their consultants Boffa Miskell Ltd (BML) and Shannon
Bray, who has prepared evidence on the landscape and urban design effects of
the NCI project. Mr Bray’s statement and accompanying drawings indicate that a
number of significant and positive changes have been made to the NCI project,
including:
a) Confirmation that all areas of planting shown in the Attachment 6 to Mr Bray’s
statement will be implemented.
b) Relocation of the Albany busway overbridge and termination of it at the
eastern edge of the Albany Bus Station car park.
c) Provision of additional cycleways and walkways both sides of the proposed
McClymonts Bridge.
d) Confirmation that a stormwater pond will be located in Rook Reserve, in
conjunction with redevelopment of the wider park.
e) The provision of new screen fencing near Barbados Drive to address the
amenity effects of the Paul Matthews Drive interchange.

3.

Of particular importance from my standpoint, Mr Bray has also undertaken
detailed analysis of the NCI’s effects on key residential catchments and locations.
He has identified that the NCI would have a high level of effect on a small number
of residential lots near Colliston Rise and Greville Road, as well as a cluster of
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residences on Barbados Drive near the proposed Paul Matthews Drive
interchange. The first grouping of lots has yet to be fully developed and sold,
while screen fencing is now proposed next to the Barbados Drive properties. All
other residential catchments would experience a relatively low to minimal level of
effect from the NCI, including that part of Oteha Valley facing the proposed
busway extension and overbridge to the Albany Bus Station.
4.

Moving away from amenity effects, it is also recognised that the proposed SUP
would offer appreciable benefit in relation to walkway and cycleway connectivity
at both the local and more strategic levels. I do, however, retain concern about
three key aspects of the proposed SH18 SUP:
a) Alignment of that SUP, for the most-part down the northern side of the
highway. This would largely isolate it from the large, Unsworth Heights
residential area to the south, as well as Rook Reserve (to a lesser degree)
and Bluebird Reserve.
b) The current underpass between Rook Reserve and Alexandra Stream, that
could afford meaningful connection between Unsworth Heights and the new
SUP, but is not suitable for that role at present. It is quite inadequate
functionally, in terms of CPTED and pedestrian / cyclist amenity, but NZTA
has not agreed to its replacement as part of the project.
c) Lastly, there is no current proposal for an SUP link from Paul Matthews Drive
through to Rook Reserve, even though such a link clearly makes sense in
terms of expanding the SUP connections with Unsworth Heights and beyond.

5.

In my opinion, all of these matters should be addressed to maximise the utility
and appeal of the proposed SH18 SUP. Finally, one of the more wide-ranging
matters that arose in my original review was the apparent absence of any
proposed design details, theme and ‘narrative’ as part of the NCI proposal. Mr
Bray explains that this has been addressed via revisions to Sections 4, 5 and 6 of
the UDLF, and ‘tightening up’ of the connections between the Revised UDLF and
a future Urban Design Landscape Plan (UDLP), while revised conditions offer
Council the opportunity to both review, and provide input to the finished project.

6.

Turning, therefore, to my Recommendations to the Board, I now consider that the
effects of the NCI project have been appropriately evaluated and that the revised
NCI conditions appropriately address the design of the project. Even so, it
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remains my view that NZTA should modify the project to incorporate the changes
to the SH18 SUP and Rook Reserve underpass outlined above.

INTRODUCTION & EXPERIENCE
7.

My name is Stephen Kenneth Brown. I hold a Bachelor of Town Planning degree
and a post-graduate Diploma of Landscape Architecture. I am a Fellow and past
President of the New Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects, an Affiliate
Member of the New Zealand Planning Institute, and have practised as a
landscape architect for 35 years. During that period, the great majority of my
professional practice has focussed on landscape assessment and planning. This
has included evaluating the landscape, natural character and amenity effects
associated with numerous projects, including:
•

Waterview Connection Project, NZ Transport Agency, 2009-12
Assessment of landscape, amenity and natural character effects. Management of a design
team within Brown NZ developing the concept design for open space around the motorway
corridors, including rearrangement of sport fields and reserves, the provision of new walkways,
the location of realigned streams and new stormwater ponds, and the design of planting and
the noise barriers next to SH20) and the Great North Rd Interchange.

•

Weiti River Crossing Review, 2000 & 2015
Evaluation of the effects of a proposed bridge over the Weiti Estuary and the coastal
environment near Stillwater; subsequent review of the AEE assessment undertaken for the
Weiti corridor in 2015.

•

Onehunga Foreshore Restoration Project, Auckland Council, 2011
Peer review of the landscape, natural character, amenity and urban design effects associated
with rehabilitation of the Onehunga foreshore.

•

Glenfield Rd Designations Review, 2004
Review of the effects of implementation of three Outline Plans Of Work and resource consent
applications related to the widening of Glenfield Rd, an arterial route within North Shore City,
including evaluation of impacts in respect of amenity, streetscape and open space values for
North Shore City.

•

Lake Rd Designations Assessment, 2002
Detailed analysis of the effects associated with widening of Lake Rd, including impacts upon
residential amenity, streetscape and open space values; and appraisal of mitigation measures.

•

Waitemata Harbour Crossing Options Assessment, Opus/Transit NZ, 2002-3
Evaluation of the visual and amenity effects of 9 harbour crossing options, including bridges,
tunnels, submerged tubes, reclamations, ventilation and service structures, trenches and
motorway interchanges.
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•

Dominion Rd Transport Designation, Auckland City Council, 2000
Detailed analysis of the amenity and visual implications of proposed transport corridor
designations, including road widening and LRT corridor deviations off Dominion Rd.

•

Tauranga Northern Arterial Review & Arbitration, 2000
Evaluation of the proposed northern arterial's implications utilising assessments prepared by
LA4 and Priest Mansergh, followed by site visits, and provision of recommendations to Transit
NZ, the Bay of Plenty Regional Council and Western Bay of Plenty District Council about the
landscape mitigation measures that should be employed in conjunction with development of
the arterial corridor

•

ALPURT B2 Waiwera River Crossing Review, Auckland Regional Council, 1999
Review of the effects of a proposed bridge and related roading developments on the Waiwera
and Puhoi Estuary coastal environs.

•

Auckland International Airport Eastern Access Way Impact Assessment, Auckland
International Airport, 1989-91
Appraisal of a new entry route and bridge options across Pukaki Inlet for Mangere International
Airport and development of broad guidelines for the design of the entry road and its immediate
surrounds.

•

Central Auckland Light Rail Transport Evaluation, 1990
Evaluation of the visual and aesthetic implications of a light rail system running into and
through central Auckland and providing recommendations for its integration into Queen St.

•

Channel Tunnel Railway Connections Study, 1986
Evaluation of route options and landscape impacts associated with provision of railway
connections to the Channel Tunnel immediately north-west of Folkestone for the United
Kingdom Department of Transport.

8.

My experience also includes working on a number of sizeable urban design
projects, including:
•

Lincoln Township / University Development, 2011
Preparation of concept subdivision plans for the long term development of 160ha.s of land to
jointly developed for a town centre, student accommodation, residential development, golf
course and recreational facilities, for Ngai Tahu Properties & Lincoln University.

•

Remarkables Park, 2009
Development of concepts for the residential, retail, school and reserve components of a wider
master plan that includes a new village centre and conference centre, in conjunction with
landscape concepts and detailing for all components of the Remarkables Park development,
for Remarkables Park Ltd.

•

Matiatia Village Development, 2002 & 2004
Development of concepts for the development of a new maritime village ‘gateway’ to Waiheke
Island, incorporating plazas, a coastal promenade, retail development, potential visitor
accommodation and conference centre, for Waitemata Infrastructure Ltd.
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•

Long Bay Structure Planning & Design, 1998-2005
Design team leader for preparation of development concepts for approx. 400 ha.s of land
encompassing residential development, a commercial / community centre, roading network,
and connection with Long Bay Regional Park, for North Shore city Council, the Auckland
Regional Council, Durafort Investments and other local landowners.

•

Albany, Greenhithe and Okura Structure Plans, 1996-8
Analysis of the landscape character and values of all three catchments providing input about
development constraints and opportunities for each, as a foundation for structure plan options;
involvement in the development of more detailed neighbourhood unit plans for North Shore
City Council.

•

Omokoroa Stage I & Stage II Structure Plans, 1999-2006
Responsible for the development of an urban design framework to guide future urbanisation at
Omokoroa, incorporating a range of residential densities and housing types, commercial and
industrial development, community facilities, roading, stormwater reserves and recreation
reserves, for Western Bay of Plenty District Council.

•

Viaduct Basin Development Concepts & Special Zone, 1989-94
Preparation of the initial concepts (with Clinton Bird) for the Viaduct Basin providing the basis
for the special zone applied to the Viaduct Basin area in 1994 – for Ports of Auckland, Fletcher
Challenge, Turners and Growers Ltd Auckland City Council.

9.

In a somewhat different vein, I have also undertaken a large number of strategic
landscape and natural character assessments, including those in 1984 and 2008
of the Auckland Region. In 2014 Brown NZ Ltd completed an assessment of
landscape and natural character values for the South Island’s West Coast, and in
2006 I was part of a team headed by Urbis Ltd that was awarded the UK
Landscape Institute’s Strategic Planning Award for its ‘landscape values and
sensitivity mapping’ of Hong Kong. Appendix A contains a more complete CV
detailing my experience in relation to a wide range of projects.

CODE OF CONDUCT
10.

Although this matter is before council commissioners, rather than the
Environment Court, I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert
Witnesses contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I
agree to comply with it. I further confirm that I have considered all the material
facts that I am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I
express, and that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I
state that I am relying on the evidence of another person.
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SCOPE OF EVIDENCE
11.

I undertook a review of the NCI for Auckland Council in January to early March
2017, addressing both landscape and urban design effects of the proposal, but
emphasising the former. Since that time, I have been involved in discussions
between Auckland Council and NZTA, the preparation of a summary report for
the Council’s political reference group, provided expert input to the Urban Design
Panel in the course of its review of the proposal and have attended in relation to
various parties’ submissions and evidence in response to the project.

12.

My evidence on the NCI is still based, in part, on my initial review of the NOR and
related applications, but is also informed by the discussions and review sessions
that have occurred since I completed that report, together with NZTA’s proposed
(revised) conditions and the evidence prepared by the NZTA's experts –
especially that of Shannon Bray. Consequently, my statement is subdivided into
the following sections:
PART 1:

A summary of my analysis and key findings in relation to the NCI’s
landscape and urban design effects, including those that pertain to
connectivity, amenity values and the physical landscape of the NCI.

PART 2:

A review of the proposed NCI conditions that accompany the
proposal;

PART 3:

Recommendations, based on analysis of my findings and my
review of the proposed conditions.

PART 1: LANDSCAPE & URBAN DESIGN EFFECTS
13.

My original review of the NCI project raised a number of concerns in relation to
both the specific proposals and the assessment of visual and landscape effects
accompanying the NOR and applications. As a result, NZTA engaged Shannon
Bray (landscape architect) to assist with ‘fine tuning’ of key aspects of the
proposed roading project, including more detailed analysis of effects in relation to
individual residential receiving environments, the development of additional
mitigation measures, and re-working of some conditions. Mr Bray’s statement and
proposals address many of the various concerns directed at the original proposal.
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14.

The following is a brief précis of the changes made to the original scheme that
address both points raised in my review and concerns raised by Council’s Urban
Design Panel:
a) The relocation, slight lowering and shortening of the proposed busway bridge
to the Albany Park N’ Ride station and car park. This is designed to reduce
the profile of the bridge and, in particular, its intrusiveness in relation to
residents near Masons Road and the Fairview Lifestyle (retirement) Village,
but would also help to reduce the proposed bridge’s visual dominance in
relation to the Northern Motorway and it physical encroachment into the
current bus station parking area.
b) An assurance that all planting shown in the NCI’s NOR and Applications is to
be implemented as shown, without the apparent division between ‘Mitigation /
Enhancement Planting’ and ‘Additional Planting’ that existed in the original
set of Landscape Drawings. This is important in relation to the longer term
effects of the proposed roading works.
c) The retention of all existing bunding and fencing along the southern margins
of SH18. In addition, a 2.4m high fence would be constructed along
residential properties between Caribbean Drive and Paul Matthews Drive –
designed to merge with the 2.5m high noise walls next to that intersection
running through to Rook Reserve. This fencing is designed to minimise the
effects of both motorway structures and future traffic ramping up to the Paul
Matthews Drive overbridge on local residents.
d) Redevelopment of Rook Reserve to accommodate a new stormwater pond.
This would be designed to lend it the appearance of a relatively natural pond
and wetland, while the grassed area elevated above the pond would be
benched and retained to make it more useable than at present. New planting
would occur around the pond and would frame the area designed for passive
recreational activity near it.
e) Walkways and cycleways are now to be provided both sides of the new
McClymonts Road bridge. This would facilitate access to and from both the
Albany Bus Station and nearby town centre, although neither route would be
dedicated and physically separate from the core road corridor.
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f)

The evidence prepared by Mr Bray still does not include photo simulations
that might help both technical experts and the public to appreciate the fuller
landscape and amenity implications for the NCI. However, this gap has been
partly filled by the development and supply of a “3D PDF” model that offers
the almost ‘fly through’ ability to change viewing locations and gauge the
relative elevation, location and related effects of different proposed structures
on adjoining residential properties. This has proven particularly useful in
relation to the Paul Matthews Drive and Greville Road Interchanges. As a
result, there is now significant agreement between Shannon Bray and myself
about the level of effect that the NCI project would have on individual
properties, as well as in a more cumulative fashion.

15.

Even so, a number of matters remain unresolved by the changes proposed,
including the following at the time of my review:
a) Whether or not NZTA will undertake redevelopment of the Rook Reserve to
Alexandra Stream underpass. It is generally recognised that that the current
underpass is poorly aligned with limited vision through and beyond the tunnel;
it is not safe in terms of CPTED; it has no aesthetic appeal (ie. it feels
unpleasant and very confined, as well as being unsafe); and it regularly
floods. In addition, the ideal time to undertake modification of the tunnel
would seem to be while other works are underway within the SH18 corridor
and NZTA’s own Draft UDLF outlines the standards it expects in relation to
underpasses at Section 5.6. Finally, the current underpass would provide one
of only two connections between the large residential catchment of Unsworth
Heights and the proposed Shared Use Path (SUP) proposed for the northern
side of SH18, so that it is an integral component of the proposed walkway /
cycleway network proposed by NZTA.
b) The location of that same SUP is still a matter of debate: NZTA faces the
potential costs of having to purchase 5 to 6 existing residential properties in
Spoonbill Place, near the Albany Highway, in order to relocate the proposed
SUP along the southern side of SH18, where it would forge easy connections
with Unsworth Heights, Rook Reserve and Bluebird Reserve, and also have a
much more aesthetically appealing setting. At present, however, the SUP will
run – as originally proposed – between the highway and various commercial /
industrial premises off Omega Street, Saturn Place and Bush Road. As such,
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it will continue to rely on limited connectivity via the Paul Matthews overbridge
and Rook Reserve underpass before reaching the Albany Highway.
c) Regardless of the location of this SUP, it would seem logical to provide a
short cycleway / walkway connection from the Paul Matthews Drive
interchange to Rook Reserve. Again, this is not proposed at present, but
would be a logical extension to the proposed network in terms of local
connectivity. It would also offer an alternative route across SH18 to the Paul
Matthews Drive overbridge.
d) A third point of connection across the highway – from near the end of
Unsworth Heights Drive to the opposite end of William Pickering Drive –
would also seem logical in my view.

However, NZTA’s engineers have

indicated that this is not feasible, due to both the contours on the northern
side of the highway and limitations posed by the close proximity of large
scale, buildings and vehicle manoeuvring areas near William Pickering Drive.
Consequently, even though such a connection ‘makes sense’ it may not be
achievable.
e) Other potential SUP connections – with the future public open space at the
Rosedale Closed Landfill site and the WaterCare Services land around Pond
2, extending through to Constellation Drive – could be achieved in the future.
However, they remain unresolved at present, awaiting finalisation of a
walkway /cycleway strategy for Albany and resolution of the current land
ownership ‘issues’. Even so, the main SUP running next to SH1 will offer
points of at-grade connection that abut both the landfill and WaterCare sites.
These could be employed for integration of the proposed SUP and local
walkway / cycleway networks in the future.
f)

I originally criticised the NOR and applications for not including sufficient
detail about the more detailed design of key structures – such as bridges,
retaining walls up to 13.3m high facing neighbouring properties, and nose
walls. I also raised concerns about the shortage of information in relation to
proposed planting, given the very extensive nature of the planting beds
anticipated and their importance in relation to longer term, mitigation of some
of the scheme’s effects. Unfortunately, there still remains a lack of clarity
about a ‘design narrative’ and there remains limited detail in relation to the
proposed planting (of the kind, for example, supplied for NZTA’s East West
Link project).
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1.1 URBAN DESIGN & CONNECTIVITY
16.

SH1 and SH18 are critically important arteries through the North Shore that are
central to metropolitan Auckland’s wider connectivity, form and functionality. They
also represent lines of division within the urban environment that separate
communities, uses and activities, and that limit local connectivity and movement.
In particular, they have reinforced the separation of a residential Unsworth
Heights from the commercial realms of Constellation Drive and Paul Matthews
Road, while further north, SH1 helps to separate the residential environs of the
upper Oteha Valley, Pinehill and Rosedale from the commercial core of Albany
Town Centre and its light industrial / bulk retail fringe. Both highways also help to
buffer the Rosedale Closed Landfill and Watercare’s sewage treatment facilities
framed by Rosedale Park.

17.

These important strategic, structural, ‘qualities’ would be little altered by the
current applications, other than in two respects:
a) Firstly, the ‘completion’ of the Western Ring Route would greatly enhance the
connectivity of Auckland’s motorway system as whole, and its utility for some
(not all) North Shore users of it.
b) Secondly, the proposed SUP / cycleways / pedestrian ways would greatly
enhance local connectivity and linkages; in effect, helping to re-connect areas
that are currently severed by the current motorway / highway corridors.

18.

The latter would be especially important in relation to strategic circulation through
the centre of the North Shore by cyclists and pedestrians. At present movement
on a north-south axis, following the general alignment of SH1, but by-passing the
motorway corridor, often involves the use of quite circuitous routes. An SUP along
SH18 would start to open up similarly strategic connections from east to west and
vice versa. At the local level, the proposed SUPs would also help to improve
connections for cyclists and pedestrians around the Greville Road, Constellation
Drive / Caribbean Drive and Paul Matthews Road Interchanges.

19.

Less positively, no connections are currently proposed from the Greville Road
Interchange SUP to the future open space on the Rosedale Closed Landfill and,
even though the potential exists for a shared path connection from the
Constellation Drive Interchange SUP to Rosedale Park South on the eastern side
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of SH1 – potentially linked to Vega Place or Atlas Place – that opportunity also
remains unrealised at present.
20.

Perhaps of most significance at present, however, the proposed SUP next to
SH18 would run along its northern side – hemmed in between commercial /
industrial premises and SH18. The proposed walkway / cycleway would traverse
the new Paul Matthews Drive overbridge, then follow a narrow path between the
highway’s concrete Jersey barriers and a line of warehouses, bulk retain
buildings, service yards and car parks. Broken only by the deep cutting of the
Alexandra Stream course and a pocket of residual open space at the head of
William Pickering Drive, this matrix of enclosing, hard edged’ development would
flank the proposed SUP through to the Albany Highway.

21.

The UDLF also indicates that a ‘recently upgraded’ Rook Reserve / Alexander
Stream underpass should be connected to the SUP running along the northern
side of SH18 west of Paul Mathews Road. In fact, this underpass has not been
upgraded at all. Lined with corrugated iron, it displays poor alignment, with limited
visibility at each end of its tunnel. This, combined with its restricted width and
height, limits usability by cyclists, while the underpass’s poor visibility and
alignment limits both its CPTED value and pedestrian amenity. In my opinion, it
clearly fails to meet the standards indicated for underpasses at Section 4.3.4
(Structures) of the UDLF. Consequently, the existing structure really needs to be
replaced if a meaningful degree of connectivity is to be provided between the
proposed SUP and the sizeable residential community of Unsworth Heights,
including the Greenwich Gardens Retirement Village, which directly abuts Rook
Reserve.

22.

Moreover, it is most unfortunate that a SUP and bridge connecting both halves of
the Spencer Road ridge is not part of the current application, as this would
provide an invaluable point of connection between the Albany Town Centre and a
sizeable Pinehill residential catchment to the immediate east.

23.

The new Constellation Drive / Caribbean Drive Interchange would also have a
direct impact on the hockey centre close to Paul Matthews Road, removing the
two southern-most of four hockey fields located at 60 Paul Matthews Road, within
the margins of Rosedale Park. Although the North Harbour Hockey Association
Clubrooms and main field (floodlit) would not be affected by the proposed lanes
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connecting both highways, the need for two replacement fields would clearly
place demands on the remaining open space at Rosedale Park – or elsewhere. In
addition, the relocation of fields would fragment the current facilities and negate
the current ability to share car parking, changing rooms, clubrooms, car parking,
even lighting.
SUMMARY & NZTA RESPONSE
24.

While the ‘structural’ effects of the Northern Corridor Improvements would be
largely positive – for cyclists and pedestrians, as well as motorists – it was my
view upon reviewing the project that it could be further enhanced by:
a) The provision of SUP stubs allowing for future at-grade connections with the
open space of the current Rosedale Landfill and past WaterCare’s Pond 2
through to Vega Place or Atlas Place;
b) Relocation of the SUP from Paul Matthews Drive through to the Albany
Highway from a route north of SH18 to immediately south of that same
highway, thus greatly enhancing direct connectivity with a series of local
residential catchments;
c) The provision of a new, improved, underpass and SUP connections from
Rook Reserve to the SUP and Alexander Stream corridor;
d) If the SH18 SUP should remain as currently proposed, the provision of a
short SUP connection from the Paul Matthews Drive Interchange to Rook
Reserve;
e) The provision of walking / cycling lanes both sides of the proposed
McClymonts Road overbridge; and
f)

The provision of a bridge / shared path connection across SH1 on the crest of
the Spencer Road ridge.

25.

In addition, I was concerned about the potential loss of hockey fields within
Rosedale Park. As discussed in the evidence of Ms Barrett, this would fragment
the current hockey centre and the sharing of its facilities across multiple fields.
Inevitably, the loss of part of the current hockey centre would place pressure on
other open space resources within Rosedale Park and / or the Albany area for
replacement land and facilities. I understand that this matter has, in fact, been
potentially resolved with Auckland Council and NZTA agreeing to the provision of
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new, replacement, hockey turfs and facilities within part of Rosedale Park, off
Bush Road.
26.

Turning, therefore, to my review of Shannon Bray’s evidence and discussions
with him, it is clear that cycleway / walkway lanes are now proposed for both
sides of the new McClymonts Road bridge. Even though this would not lead to a
physically separate SUP, it would still accommodate active connection by
pedestrians and cyclists alike to and from Albany town centre and its bus station
– over SH1. In a related vein, I further understand that discussions with Auckland
Council have resolved issues over connections between the proposed SUP with
both the McClymonts Road bridge and existing footpaths / cycleways at Greville
Road, Rosedale Road and Arrendale Way.

27.

On the other hand, NZTA has yet to provide any indication that it will provide SUP
‘stubs’ at the Rosedale Closed Landfill or near WaterCare’s Pond 2, as requested
by Auckland Council. In my view, these stubs would certainly help with future
linkage to local walkways / cycleways, although the proposed SH1 SUP returns to
grade next to both the landfill and WaterCare, so that opportunity still remains for
its future integration with local walkways and cycleways in the future. In my
opinion, it is the protection of these opportunities that is most critical at this stage.

28.

In relation to SH18, I understand that Mr Bray supports re-development of the
existing Rook Reserve / Alexandra Stream underpass. This would include realigning the underpass so that there is increased visibility at both of its ends,
which would enhance both its CPTED and pedestrian amenity values. It would
also make it more useable and safe for cyclists. Furthermore, there is a certain
logic to undertaking such a project while related construction works – focusing on
the Paul Matthews Drive interchange and lanes to / from it – are being
undertaken. Again, however, NZTA has yet to confirm that it is prepared to
undertake the proposed underpass re-construction.

29.

I also regard it as highly desirable to enhance connectivity to and from the SH18
SUP by providing a connection between the Paul Matthews Drive interchange
and Rook Reserve, especially given that reserve’s large surrounding catchment
of Unsworth Heights Residents. This would also offer an alternative connection
with the proposed SUP, should it remain north of SH18. At present, however,
there remains no proposal for any such SUP link.
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30.

Just as important, however, is the proposed alignment of the proposed SUP down
the northern side of that highway. This would isolate the cycleway / walkway from
the residential catchments south of SH18, as well as Rook Reserve and Bluebird
Reserve, which offer natural points of connection between an SUP and the local
street and footpath networks. Instead, the SUP, as presently conceived, would
channel both pedestrians and cyclists between the infrastructure of the highway
and a near solid, matrix of commercial / industrial development down its northern
flank. The amenity offered by this corridor would be very limited.

31.

Under this scenario, walkaway / cycleway connections from north to south and
vice versa would be quite limited, with any additional linkage over SH18 hindered
by both the contours near William Pickering Drive and surrounding commercial /
industrial development. This means that the proposed SUP would be effectively
isolated from Unsworth Heights between at least Rook Reserve and the Albany
Highway. Without significant improvement of the current underpass, it would
effectively be isolated and ‘stand alone’ between Paul Matthews Drive and the
Albany Highway interchange. This is a far from ideal outcome in terms of local
connectivity and commuter use.

32.

Although future connections beyond the Albany Highway interchange – through to
Schnapper Rock Road, Wickham Lane and Greenhithe – may well benefit from
the SUP’s northern alignment, it nevertheless remains my opinion that the
proposed SUP would be better located south of SH18, regardless of the land
purchase issues associated with Spoonbill Place. The greatly enhanced
connectivity and amenity offered by such a route would more than outweigh the
potential future linkages with the Greenhithe catchment just described. As such, I
remain of the view that NZTA should look at this issue again, with a view to
providing an SUP that provides more obvious benefit for the Unsworth Heights
community.

33.

If the SUP should remain as presently proposed, I also consider that it would be
highly desirable to connect the Paul Matthews Drive interchange with Rook
Reserve, via a short SUP link. The reserve is surrounded by a large part of
Unsworth Heights’s residential catchment, so that this short link would provide a
strategic connection between the local road / footpath network and the main SUP
trunk through to SH1 and the East Coast Bays. It would also offer an alternative
route for connection with the proposed SH18 SUP (to the Paul Matthews Drive
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overbridge) for those traveling from east to west. At present, however, there
remains no proposal for any such SUP link.
34.

Finally, I wish to turn briefly to the matter of a walkway / cycleway bridge
connected with Spencer Road over SH1. The “Spencer Road Bridge” was raised
in the Draft UDLF as one of the outcomes sought as part of the NCI process.
However, it was not included in the NOR and related applications, nor was it
included in BML’s assessment of landscape and visual effects. Even so, it is
viewed as a highly desirable outcome of improvements to the Northern Corridor –
either inside or, in conjunction with, the NCI process. Mr Bray’s evidence
confirms, at his paragraph 11.22, where he points out that:
11.22

The Spencer Road Pedestrian Overbridge is being delivered as a
separate project, and has already been granted resource consent.
There is a significant (greater than 10m) grade difference between
the SUP and this overbridge, and I understand from Mr Moore that
providing a ramped connection in this location is not possible.
Therefore, the Project proposes a stepped connection on the north
side of the bridge, with an adjacent wheel track to run bicycles up
and down.

35.

I fully support this proposal and related resource consent. In my opinion, it,
together with the new McClymonts Road bridge, is fundamental to connection of
the extensive East Coast Bays residential catchments with Albany’s town centre
and periphery.

1.2 URBAN AMENITY EFFECTS
36.

For NZTA’s NOR and applications, Boffa Miskell Ltd (BML) prepared an
Assessment of Visual and Landscape Effects, which addressed the impacts of
highway reconfiguration, new structures (mainly bridges, retaining walls and
acoustic barriers) and proposed mitigation (in line with the UDLF) on local
residents, users of local reserves and other audiences. BML’s assessment
addressed the following ‘site areas’ and related receiving environments:
1. North of Oteha Valley Road to Spencer Road;
2. Spencer Road to Greville Road;
3. Greville Road to the Rosedale Water Treatment Ponds (RWWTP);
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4. The Treatment Ponds to Paul Matthews Road; and
5. Paul Matthews Road to Albany Highway
37.

These descriptions and analysis were supported by photos and imagery
contained in the Appendix C – Graphic Supplement also prepared by BML.
Usefully, plans LV28 to LV37 illustrated the planting and other mitigation
measures proposed for each section of the reconfigured highways, while crosssections L38 to LV45 illustrated the location and relative scale of mature planting
anticipated for different parts of the revised motorway / highway system.

38.

Shannon Bray’s statement of evidence includes drawings that are little changed
from those originally prepared by BML, but which now contain notes that help to
more explicitly explain NZTA’s intentions in relation to landscape treatment and
mitigation within the SH1 and SH18 corridors. In a similar vein, just as BML’s
original report described and analysed the existing environment found within each
‘Site Area’, together with the temporary and permanent effects anticipated as
being generated by the project, Mr Bray has adopted much the same approach.
Importantly, however, he has summarised the key amenity effects for all five
sectors (as he describes them, Sectors A-E) under the heading Visual Effects at
pages 26 to 47 of his report. Consequently, I briefly summarise the existing
environments (including audiences) and proposed developments that will drive
amenity effects, as per the 5 Site Areas, before then focusing on Mr Bray’s
updated findings.
SITE AREA 1: OTEHA VALLEY ROAD TO SPENCER ROAD

39.

BML’s assessment identified key viewing audiences exposed to this, northernmost sector of the project as comprising (p.12):
……….the elevated residents of Fairview Heights and Albany Heights as
well as residents along Masons Road, Medallion Drive and Spencer Road
due to their fixed views toward the Project (refer Appendix C - LV09).

40.

Key built components associated with the Northern Corridor Improvements were
described as being (BML assessment, p.13):
the widening of SH1, maintenance bays, a busway, a bridge across SH1 into
the Albany Park n Ride, a SUP [shared use path], McClymonts Road bridge
and stormwater outfall structures in Lucas Creek. In addition, three new
wetlands are proposed within this area.
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41.

Key temporary effects were then identified (p.13):
The potential landscape effects within Site Area 1 would result from the
removal of roadside vegetation including mixed native planting and exotic
trees, earthworks associated with the new wetlands, and the earthworks
associated with the construction of the busway and SUP. These areas are
primarily alongside the existing road corridor inside the existing designation,
and within land which is highly modified. The further modification of these
areas will have a limited impact on the value of the landscape features and
character and therefore overall ………..
The highest visual effects during construction will be upon the sensitive
residential viewing audiences to the east of SH1, namely Fairview Heights
and Oteha, particularly within close proximity to the works and notably the
McClymonts Road bridge. Although these viewing audiences are sensitive to
visual change, construction activities will be occurring alongside the existing
road corridor which in itself contains infrastructure of a large scale.

42.

Finally, more permanent effects were described as follows (p.14):
The landscapes within this area have already been altered as a result of
earthworks within this modified environment and as a result are not
particularly sensitive or of high landscape value. The addition of new
mitigation and amenity planting areas along road verges as outlined in
Appendix C - LV28-37, would provide an increase in the amount of amenity
planting over that which is currently in place. Once the works in this area
have been completed, and the mitigation measures have been established
to full effect, it is anticipated that the permanent adverse landscape,
landscape character including natural character effects will overall be very
low, with some beneficial effects resulting from mitigation planting. ……….
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VIEW TOWARDS OTEHA VALLEY ROAD INTERCHANGE & OVERBRIDGE: from outside 11 Mason Road

VIEW TOWARDS OTEHA VALLEY ROAD INTERCHANGE & OVERBRIDGE: from outside 2 Meridian Court
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VIEW TOWARDS OTEHA VALLEY ROAD INTERCHANGE & OVERBRIDGE: from the
intersection of Oteha Valley Road & Fairview Road

VIEW TOWARDS OTEHA VALLEY ROAD INTERCHANGE & OVERBRIDGE: from outside 3 Hilton Close
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VIEW TOWARDS THE EXISTING McCLYMONTS ROAD BRIDGE & NEW BRIDGE ‘SITE’: from
McClymonts Road near the Albany Bus Terminal Entrance

43.

It was considered by BML that most of the elements proposed for this catchment /
section of the motorway corridor would physically merge with the current SH1
lanes, slip lanes, bridge and curtelage. Moreover, the replacement McClymonts
Road bridge would essentially occupy much the same location within the
Northern Motorway Corridor, and have much the same general alignment, as the
current overbridge.

44.

On the other hand, the proposed bus bridge over the Northern Motorway –
connecting SH1’s south-bound lanes with the Albany Park N Ride – would clearly
deviate from the current interchange structures. The bridge would traverse SH1 at
right angles to it lanes, before bisecting the Park N Ride car park. As a result, the
bridge – together with part of the extended busway system – would be exposed to
residential areas within the valley catchment around Oteha Valley Road, including
those around Masons Road and the Fairview Lifestyle (retirement) Village.

45.

Extensive mitigation planting was also indicated around the new busway
extension and bridges, stretching through to the Oteha Valley Road intersection.
Most of this planting was, and remains, rather broadly labelled as either
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“Mitigation/ Enhancement Planting” or “Additional Planting”, with street trees
identified separately. However, the revised UDLF at Section 5.9 now provides
more detail in relation to the overall planting strategy proposed, even if it still falls
short of indicating what types, or groupings, of plants will be used within the SH1
and SH18 corridors to address specific environments and effects.
SITE AREA 2: SPENCER ROAD TO GREVILLE ROAD
46.

Key viewing audiences potentially impacted within this catchment were described
at page 15 of BML’s assessment:
The viewing audiences identified within the extent of visibility include distant
views from residents in Albany Heights and Fairview Heights, residents of
Pinehill to the east and Albany and Bushlands Park Drive to the west and
southwest, and commercial business along Corinthian Drive and Tawa
Drive. Viewing audiences traveling north and south along SH1 will also
afford visibility toward the Project area, as well as road users and
pedestrians along the surrounding local roads, particularly Greville Road,
Albany Expressway, Tawa Drive, Corinthian Drive, Oracle Drive, Don
Mckinnon Drive, Hugh Green Drive and McClymonts Road, Masons Road
and Spencer Road. The most sensitive viewing audiences are the western
facing residents of Pinehill as well as residents along Bushlands Park Drive.

47.

BML’s assessment described the Northern Corridor’s ‘primary built elements’
within Site Area 2 as comprising: a construction yard (between SH1and the
Albany Expressway), a wetland, maintenance bays, busway, SUP and bridge
over Greville Road. The main temporary effects associated with these elements,
and the project as a whole, were then described as follows (pp.15 & 16):
The landscape and landscape character effects would primarily be
generated by earthworks relating to the construction of the busway and
SUP, in addition to the cut and fill of modified slopes along SH1 and the
formation of a wetland. It is anticipated that vegetation removal would
consist of grass occupying highway verges and some isolated tree removal
consisting of some mixed native planting and exotic trees within the
proposed construction yard north of Greville Road. These areas are primarily
alongside the existing road corridor and within land which has been highly
modified. Therefore, overall the landscape and landscape character effects
during construction will be low.
The predominant visual effects during construction will be on the sensitive residential
viewing audiences to the east of SH1 within Pinehill, notably residents immediately
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adjacent to SH1 along Coxton Lane and Colliston Rise, residents on Pinehill’s upper
slopes and residents along Bushlands Park Drive. ………..

48.

The project’s permanent effects were considered to “be very low, with some
beneficial effects.” The reasons for this were explained as being (p.16):
……. due to the significant increase in vegetative cover in the Project area,
alongside road verges and in some areas of previously occupied construction yards
as shown in Appendix C - LV28-37. The busway and SUP will have some permanent
landscape impacts through earthworks, and loss of isolated areas of grass and
vegetation. However, given the proposed mitigation planting in addition to
recontoured landscape within an already modified environment, overall these effects
are considered to be very low.

49.

However, I also identified that part of a new Mixed House Suburban subdivision
between Greville Road and Colliston Road would lie immediately adjacent to the
SUP and Busway corridor. Consequently, new properties below Colliston Rise
would be exposed at close viewing distance, to a retaining wall, up to 11.5m high,
at the near edge of that new structure. These properties have not yet been fully
serviced and sold, but nor were the future effects of the SUP and busway on
them addressed in BML’s assessment.
SITE AREA 3: GREVILLE ROAD TO THE WATER TREATMENT PONDS

50.

South of Greville Road, through to the current sewage treatment plant ponds, the
main built elements associated with the NCI project were identified by BML as
comprising maintenance bays, a busway, a shared use path, and the combined –
busway and SUP bridge - over Rosedale Road. Those most exposed to these
elements were identified by BML as comprising (p.17), ”the residents of
Bushlands Park Drive located approximately 150m from works along the off-ramp
to the Albany Expressway. More distant, sensitive viewing audiences include
residents of Unsworth Heights and some south facing residents in Pinehill who
have contextual views of the existing transport corridor environment.”

51.

Their report then went on to state that the Northern Corridor project’s landscape
effects would mainly arise from (p.17):
…….. earthworks relating to the construction of the busway and SUP, in
addition to the cut and fill of modified slopes (including retaining walls) along
SH1 and the formation of an off-ramp dry basin. It is anticipated that
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vegetation removal would consist of grass occupying the western face of the
Rosedale Closed Landfill, in addition to the highway verges and some
isolated tree and vegetation removal including mixed native planting and
exotic trees. During construction, vegetation removal and earthworks are
anticipated within the Oteha Stream and embankments for the construction
of two new stormwater outfalls. ……….. It is therefore considered that the
temporary adverse landscape, landscape character, and natural character
effects relating to works within the Oteha Stream and embankments are
moderate-low.

52.

Turning to the more permanent effects of the proposed ‘improvements’, BML’s
report then stated that (p.18):
The increase in vegetation within the site area alongside road verges and
along retaining walls as proposed in Appendix C - LV28-37, will offset the
majority of landscape effects resulting from vegetation removal. The
inclusion of a busway and SUP will have some permanent landscape
impacts through earthworks, and the permanent loss of isolated areas of
grass and vegetation. However, the proposed mitigation planting along road
verges and along the toe of the retaining walls, in addition to recontoured
landscapes within an already modified environment, would result in low
adverse landscape effects.
The addition of vegetation within large areas of road verges and along the
toe of sensitively designed retaining walls (incorporating a visually recessive
colour) would soften the appearance of the adjoining permanent built
elements proposed for this area. In addition, these permanent built elements
are proposed to be located adjacent to or within the existing road corridor,
and would be viewed in the context of the existing built landscape.
Therefore, the visual amenity effects are considered to be very low for the
majority of viewing audiences, although two viewing audiences (located at 9
Arrenway Drive and 121 Rosedale Road) would experience low permanent
adverse visual effects (due to their proximity and the magnitude of visual
change).
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VIEW TOWARDS GREVILLE ROAD INTERCHANGE: from 59 Corinthian Drive

VIEW TOWARDS GREVILLE ROAD INTERCHANGE: from Greville Road below Palmers Garden Centre

53.

BML’s assessment reflected the reality that much of the receiving environment
around the Greville Road Interchange, and from there southwards, is already
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flanked by commercial and light industrial development – especially to the west –
while the Rosedale Landfill dominates its curtelage to the east. This, together with
the way in which the current interchange is nestled into a relatively small
topographic basin, would help to contain the NCI project’s effects and help to
buffer the interchange from more remote, vantage points.
54.

Even so, proposed retaining walls near Rosedale Road would rise up to 13.3m
above adjoining properties, most notably just north of the Rosedale Road
underpass. Properties facing this part of the SH1 corridor comprise commercial
and industrial premises; even so, the scale of this retaining would be highly
significant and it appeared to have been overlooked in BML’s assessment.

SITE AREA 4: THE TREATMENT PONDS TO PAUL MATTHEWS DRIVE
55.

BML’s Site Area 4 addressed the very prominent Constellation Drive Intersection,
which provides the current meeting point for the Northern Motorway and SH18. It
abuts that part of Rosedale Park South, which presently frames and encloses
WaterCare’s Ponds 1 and 2, while a large swathe of residential development
within Unsworth Heights climbs from the edge of SH18 up to Sunset Road – in
part overlooking the Northern Motorway corridor.

56.

Within this part of the Northern Corridor Improvements envelope key built
elements proposed by NZTA were identified as including (p.19), “construction
yards, maintenance bays, wetlands, the busway, the SUP, the SH1 to SH 18
ramps (Figure 3 below – note, sketch only illustrating indicative bulk of structure)
and the reconfigured and redesigned Constellation Bus Station.” Areas and
audiences exposed to the Northern Corridor were analysed by BML as follows
(p.20):
Views of the works across the RWWTP Ponds from commercial business to
the east along Apollo Drive and west of East Coast Road may occur,
although these views would be viewed through vegetation occupying the
northern embankment, and/or at great distances. Similarly, the views of the
works from commercial businesses along Arrenway Drive and Cowley Place
and residents along Bushlands Park Drive will be through vegetation and/or
at great distances. Residential viewing audiences to the south of Sunset
Road including Sunnynook may also have limited views of the works.
Viewing audiences traveling north and south along SH1 and along the on
and off-ramps of Greville Road will also have visibility of the Project, as well
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as road users and pedestrians along the surrounding local roads, particularly
UHH and Constellation Drive.
The most sensitive viewing audiences are the residents of Unsworth Heights
due to their proximity and unimpeded views of the proposed works within
Site Area 4.

57.

The more temporary effects associated with this part of the NCI project were
identified as relating to the removal of grassed areas within part of Constellation
Reserve, other vegetation removal and a “large amount of earthworks” (pp.20 &
21). However: “These areas are, however, generally located alongside the existing road
corridor and within land which has already been highly modified”.

58.

Turning then to the project’s permanent effects, BML concluded as follows (pp.21
& 22):
…….. mitigation planting as proposed in Appendix C - LV28-37, would
provide a significant increase in vegetative cover in the site area, alongside
road verges and in previously occupied construction yards. Vegetation would
also be planted along elevated sections of the busway and SUP to screen
and soften the presence of block walls adjacent to commercial business
along Constellation Drive. …………Mitigation planting will, however, amount
to a far greater area of vegetation than what currently exists within the site
area, and therefore the permanent landscape, and landscape character
effects are considered to be moderate - low.
Although Constellation Reserve provides one of the last remaining areas on
undeveloped land, the addition of vegetation within large areas of road
verges and within Constellation Reserve would also provide a high degree of
visual mitigation for the surrounding viewing audiences, thereby reducing
visual effects and balancing the presence of the most significant built
structures, including the busway, SUP, and new ramp bridge. In addition,
these permanent built elements are positioned adjacent to or within the
existing road corridor and therefore change in the context of the existing
road corridor is considered to have a greater capability to be visually
absorbed.
……. there is already a busway station in the same location. It is considered
that the busway station will remain at a height and distance from these
sensitive viewing audiences that it will result in low adverse visual effects.
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VIEW TOWARDS CONSTELLATION DRIVE OVERBRIDGE: from outside 16 Meadowood Drive

VIEW TOWARDS CONSTELLATION DRIVE OVERBRIDGE: from the top of Grenadine Place
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VIEW TOWARDS CONSTELLATION DRIVE OVERBRIDGE: from Palm Hill Reserve

VIEW TOWARDS CONSTELLATION DRIVE OVERBRIDGE: from outside Farrows
Supermarket on Constellation Drive (east of interchange)

59.

Although Unsworth Heights is a large residential catchment that overlooks both
SH1 and part of SH18 / Constellation Drive, BML considered that the effects on
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this area would be relatively modest – at worst, of a Moderate level. I found that a
number of factors serve to limit and mitigate the potential effects of the proposed
highway developments on this area, including:
§

The surprisingly restricted nature of most views to SH18 and the Northern
Motorway from most of Unsworth Heights: the underlying topography is
not steep enough to offer clear views over garden vegetation and other
housing stacked up south of SH18 / Constellation Drive (see the photos
from Meadowood Drive, Grenadine Place and Palm Hill Reserve);

§

The physical isolation of the new Northern Motorway overbridge and lanes
connecting SH18 with SH1 within Rosedale Park south;

§

The set-back created by the existing Constellation Drive / SH18 corridor;

§

The expansive area available for proposed planting around both
connections;

§

The screening offered by existing bunding, fencing and planting within the
SH18 corridor for those living next to the highway;

§

The screening / buffering effects of bulk retail premises along
Constellation Drive east of SH1.

§

Existing views over SH18 and the Constellation Road interchange
embrace the North Shore Hockey Centre, bulk retail development flanking
Paul Matthews Road and a matrix of residential and commercial premises
spread across the Spencer Road ridge, all of which means that the
general outlook is quite ‘modified’ – far from pristine or natural.

SITE AREA 5: PAUL MATTHEWS ROAD TO ALBANY HIGHWAY
60.

The fifth and final Site Area addressed by BML stretches between the new Paul
Matthews Road Interchange and the Albany Highway Interchange. Within this
area, the residents of Unsworth Heights, including those within the emerging
Greenwich Gardens Retirement Village – directly overlooking SH18 – were
considered by BML to be most sensitive to the changes proposed due to (p.22)
“their proximity and unimpeded fixed views of the works.”

61.

The built components of the NZTA project that would be most exposed to the
residential audiences south of SH18 were identified as comprising (p.23), “the
SUP, wetlands, and a bridge linking Paul Matthews Road to SH18 (refer Figure 4
below - note, sketch only illustrating indicative bulk of structure).” It was further
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indicated that even though stormwater ponds are shown in both the Rook and
Bluebird Reserves, only one of these would actually be developed and used. This
matter has, of course, now been resolved ‘in favour’ of Rook Reserve.
62.

Addressing the project’s temporary effects, the BML report stated at p.23-24 that
these would again mainly relate to vegetation removal and earthworks, including
within part of the Alexandra Stream corridor, but that: “…… overall the landscape
and landscape character effects during construction are considered moderate – low”. In

relation to more permanent effects, the BML assessment then went on to find that
(p.24):
The permanent landscape, landscape character and natural character
effects are considered to be very low in this area. This is due to only a slight
reduction of vegetation along the northern edge of SH18 balanced with an
increase in vegetation within the southern edge of SH18. The inclusion of a
SUP and bridge over SH18 linking to Paul Matthews Road in addition to the
inclusion of a new wetland would have some permanent landscape impacts
resulting from earthworks, and loss of isolated areas of grass and
vegetation. However, overall given the proposed mitigation planting in
addition to recontoured landscape within a modified environment, these
effects are considered to be limited.
The new built features within an environment already containing features of
a similar scale and nature would not result in significant adverse visual
amenity effects. The most sensitive viewing audiences of Unsworth Heights
would continue to view the permanent visual features (most prominent would
be the new Paul Matthews Road Bridge over SH18) in the context of a road
corridor and light industry visual environment. However, mitigation planting
along road verges and sections of sensitively designed noise walls are
proposed. Road users, pedestrians and viewing audiences in commercial
business will experience very low to low adverse visual effects given the low
sensitivity to change and the consistent activity of the Project within the
context of the existing transport corridor. Therefore, the permanent visual
amenity effects are considered to be low after mitigation measures have
been implemented.
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VIEW TOWARDS PAUL MATTHEWS RD OVERBRIDGE: from outside 78
Unsworth Terrace above Greenwich Gardens Retirement Village

VIEW TOWARDS UPPER HARBOUR HIGHWAY MODIFICATIONS: from the
intersection of Bluebird Crescent & Black Teal Close

63.

In general, the degree of change along SH18’s residential frontage was identified
as being quite limited, giving rise to a low level of effect overall. Even so, I
identified that the proposed Paul Matthews Drive overbridge and its ramparts
would close to within 6m of residential properties on Barbados Drive and the new
structure would then attain a height of 6-7m above existing ground levels within
25-27m of other local residential properties. Just as important, traffic and related
activity would be elevated above those same properties. However, this issue was
not addressed directly in BML’s report and no survey-accurate photomontages or
other imagery were provided by BML / NZTA to accommodate more detailed
examination of such interaction and effects. In a similar vein, there was limited
analysis in relation to the noise walls proposed along parts of the Barbados Drive
frontage, next to the Greenwich Gardens development and near Bluebird
Crescent.
KEY CONCERNS

64.

On the basis of my review of BML’s report, I was generally satisfied that most of
the NCI project would have a low level of additive, or incremental, effect for most
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receiving environments. It would subtly compound the effects of the SH1 and
SH18 corridors initially (after construction), but such effects would gradually
diminish as the wealth of mitigation planting proposed matured. However, I
remained concerned about effects in relation to a number of specific locations
and issues – including:
•

Oteha Valley Road, Masons Road and the Fairview Lifestyle Village – relative
to the proposed busway bridge to the Albany Bust Station. I was uncertain
what level of effect would arise in relation to this structure.

•

North of Greville Road: due to the lack of any detailed assessment of effects
in relation to development within the Mixed Suburban Zone below Colliston
Rise and the retaining wall proposed at the edge of the new SUP and busway.

•

Around the Constellation Drive interchange: arising from uncertainty about the
visibility of new bunding, ramps and bridge for Unsworth Height residents and
related uncertainty over the future of existing bunding, fencing and vegetation
next to SH18.

•

Around the proposed Paul Matthews Drive interchange: arising from the close
proximity of the new overbridge to Barbados Drive properties and the limited
screening proposed – mainly noise walls – near that interchange.

•

Mitigation planting: whether the “Additional Planting” would be implemented
and what types / groupings of plants might be employed within different parts
of the NCI corridor.

•

Absence of a design theme or ‘narrative’: despite the scale of many of the
structures proposed – including retaining walls, overbridges and noise walls
facing residential properties – the Draft UDLF presented a very generic
approach to detailed design, lacking both a clear cultural dimension and
grounding in the local area / communities.

65.

Because of this situation, I found it very difficult to be definitive about the effects
that the NCI project would have on the amenity values of the various catchments
exposed to it.

EVIDENCE OF SHANNON BRAY
66.

I have addressed all of these matters at length, in discussions with NZTA
representatives, BML and Shannon Bray. A number of preliminary drawings,
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computer models and photomontages were prepared to try and address my
various concerns. In particular, these appeared to allay my concerns about
effects on the various residential catchments around Site Area 1, near Oteha
Valley Road and the Albany Bus Station – including Fairview Lifestyle Village. I
was also satisfied that, with retention of the existing bunding, fencing and planting
along the southern edge of SH18, any amenity effects in relation to those living
within Cabello Place, much of Barbados Drive and either side of Caribbean Drive
would be minimal or of a very low order. However, the imagery for Greville Road
and in relation to properties close to the proposed Paul Matthews Drive
interchange was less convincing and clear-cut in terms of future effects.
67.

Furthermore, it was clear from our discussions and the NOR / Application
timelines that there would be insufficient time to further refine the 3D computer
modelling of these parts of the NCI project and produce more accurate
simulations. As a result, Mr Bray and BML have developed the ‘3D PDF Model’
referred to in Mr Bray’s evidence as an analytical tool to look at key locations,
from a variety of perspectives with more precision. I have used that model. Its
imagery is coarse and far from photographic quality, but it offers the ability to
explore the relative heights of motorway structures – present and proposed –
together with landforms (contours), residential development and vegetation.
Consequently, much as this model does little to help inform local residents and
the general public, I found it helpful to explore the proposed structures and their
effects in a more detailed fashion.

68.

At the same time, Mr Bray’s evidence confirms a number of changes to NZTA’s
proposals that have amenity implications:
The Albany Busway Overbridge:
(a)

The proposed relocation and shortening of the Albany Busway
bridge over SH1, from near Masons Road to the Albany Bus
Station, is depicted on page 34 of revised UDLF attached to Mr
Bray’s statement Section (5.4 Bridge Outcomes Sought). The
revised location and slightly lower profile of the bridge would result
in it sitting closer to the large cutting through the McClymonts
Road ridge. It would have a lower visual ‘centre of gravity’, while
termination of the bridge at the eastern end of current bus station
parking area – close to the motorway – would reduce both its
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physical and visual / perceived length. These changes, together
with the bridge’s alignment perpendicular to Masons Road and the
large residential catchment east of it, would reduce its profile
relative to this receiving environment, while views from the
Fairview Lifestyle Village would reveal it more set against the
adjoining ridge, firmly associated with both the existing motorway
and bus station. It would not be silhouetted or otherwise stand out
from its surrounds to an inordinate degree. Consequently, any
impacts on both residential areas would be of a low order. For
those using the Albany Bus Station and actual motorway, the
bridge would remain apparent, but it would be much less dominant,
even visually commanding, than was previously anticipated. It
would integrate with the current motorway and bus station
infrastructure.
Screen Walling:
(b)

In response to concerns raised about the potential effects of the
Paul Mathews Drive Interchange on some Barbados Drive
residents and other locals, 2.4m high screen walls, together with
planting inside those walls are proposed. Those would be
discussed with local residents and offered to them – additional to
the retention of existing bunding and vegetation facing SH18 – but
would only be installed (replacing existing, lower, fencing) with
their express permission. The new fencing would be aligned with,
and linked to the proposed noise walls extending from the
intersection through to Rook Reserve.
Mitigation Planting:

(c)

It is confirmed that the mitigation planting would comprise both the
“Mitigation/ Enhancement Planting” and “Additional Planting”
shown in BML’s original AEE drawings, although this change has
yet to be translated onto the Landscape Mitigation and
Enhancement Plans appended to My Bray’s statement. This will
ultimately mean that the proposed interchanges and ramps,
together with parts of the proposed busway, SUPs, retaining walls
and noise walls, will be either enclosed by planting or ‘sleeved’ by
climbing plants – where this is practicable. This includes planting
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next to the newly proposed ‘screen’ fencing near Barbados Drive.
The different types of planting anticipated as being provided are
described and shown – although still rather generically – on pages
30 and 31 of the revised UDLF attached to Mr Bray’s statement.
Detailing & Design of Retaining Walls & Bridges:
(d)

Mr Bray also confirms that some form of ‘design narrative’ will be
implemented in relation to the future Constellation Drive Bus
Station and this will also be translated to other structures, as per
Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of the revised UDLF (Mātauranga Mauri
Outcomes and Bridge Outcomes Sought at pages 32 to 35). The
proposed design narrative would relate to the core design of
structures like bridges, their surface design, planting and the
integration of these with the spatial structure of SH1 and SH18. Art
work, surficial patterning, even the physical bulk of bridge pillars
and the design of ‘throw screens’ atop individual bridges, would all
be addressed, according to the UDLF and Mr Bray.

69.

Taking all of the above into account, I have also reviewed Mr Bray’s analysis of
key locations and, in particular, his, almost forensic, analysis of effects in relation
to individual properties close to SH1 and SH18. In particular, I note his
assessment of amenity / visual effects in relation to the eastern side of the
Greville Road interchange and near the Paul Matthews Drive interchange.

70.

Thus, he summarises key effects on individual properties at Greville Road and
Barbados Drive in tables after his paragraphs 13.27 and 13.49 respectively.
Within Colliston Rise, he identifies a High to Very High level of impact on four lots
(25 - 28), none of which is yet developed and occupied. In other words, future
residents would be fully cognisant of the proposed interchange’s effects on those
properties, together with the lesser degree of effect visited on other nearby
properties. Mr Bray then goes on at paragraph 13.28:
13.28

Overall, I consider that there will be high to very high visual effects
on four properties in Colliston Rise. Whilst some mitigation can be
provided through planting and patterning of the walls, they will be
very prominent structures in close proximity to residential dwellings.
In addition, they will create a degree of shading effect in the
afternoon and evening. However, I recognise that they will also
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eliminate

all

views

of

the

motorway

which

are

currently

experienced, and may bring some level of noise benefit.

71.

Turning to the residential catchment close to the proposed Paul Matthews Drive
interchange and overbridge, Mr Bray anticipates that the NCI project would have
a high level of effect in relation to 39, 41B, 43 and 45 Barbados Drive, with the
level of effect ‘tailing off’ either side of this node of properties. He concludes as
follows:
13.50

In summary, I consider that a majority of properties directly
adjacent to SH18 will experience low or very low visual effects
once mitigation is established.

13.51

For Cabello Place residents, the motorway is some distance away
and will be screened by planting, and whilst the SUP is closer it will
be at a lower grade and screened by existing and enhanced
vegetation.

13.52

For most Barbados Drive residents adjacent, the installation of a
2.4m wall will screen nearly all of the proposed roads, particularly
with the establishment of additional vegetation on the boundary.
Only where Paul Matthews Road rises higher than the existing
grade will residents be able to see moving vehicles. During
construction this will be heightened, as some vegetation in this
area will need to be removed. I conclude that properties 33, 35, 37,
and 47 Barbados Drive will experience moderate visual effects,
and 39, 41B, 43 and 45 Barbados Drive will experience high visual
effects. In time these effects will be mitigated by the establishment
of boundary vegetation.

72.

In relation to other areas and residential receiving environments, especially
around the Oteha Valley Rd, Greville Road (except as described above) and
Constellation Drive interchanges, he further determines that any effects would be
of a low to very low order. Similarly, the NCI proposals would have a very limited
to negligible impact on more remote views to SH1 and SH18 from other
residential catchments, including most of Unsworth Heights. These conclusions
are substantiated – with reference to the use of NZTA’s project drawings, aerial
photos and the 3d PDF model – at paragraphs 38 and 39 of Mr Bray’s statement.

73.

I have reviewed those findings, both on the ground and via the 3D PDF model
provided by Mr Bray. As a result, I concur with his findings in relation to the
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amenity effects that the proposal would generate for residents living near both
highways.
74.

In addition, Mr Bray’s evidence also addresses the changes proposed to Rook
Reserve, with the installation of a quasi-natural stormwater pond near SH18, and
the recontouring and revegetation of much of that public space – in consultation
with Auckland Council Parks (paragraphs 12.15 and 12.16). He concludes that
the proposed changes should provide for “overall positive landscape outcomes,
alongside increased community and recreational outcomes.”

Furthermore, he

considers that the proposed removal of vegetation within the Alexandra Stream
catchment, again to accommodate stormwater ponds, can be mitigated by stream
bank restoration and planting.
75.

Focusing on the other areas of change and, in particular, planting around the NCI
project, Mr Bray also highlights other positive attributes of the project:
12.12

The UDLF recognises wider biodiversity and ecological strategies
across the North Shore, such as the North-West Wildlink Project.
Whilst it is not the purpose of a roading corridor to provide for
wildlife (and this is not intended by the planting), Mr Don notes that
there will be ecological benefits in creating areas of naturalised
habitat.26 This is beneficial from a landscape perspective also in
that it helps to restore natural patterns and connections across the
landscape.

12.13

The proposed planting is also a desired outcome from a cultural
landscape perspective. The Te Aranga principles (referred to
earlier in my evidence, paragraph 11.8) include objectives to
enhance the natural environment (Taiao) and environmental health
(Mauri Tu). Achieving these outcomes helps to reconnect iwi and
hapu with the wider cultural landscape (Tohu) and enhance the
living presence (Ahi Kā). Mana Whenua, through the IIG process,
will have an opportunity to review and input into the species
selection.

12.14

Greening the corridor also assists in reducing landscape
maintenance costs, such as reducing mowing requirements, and
providing for more sustainable landscape management.

76.

Consequently in addressing the amenity and landscape effects of the NCI project
as whole, he concludes as follows:
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12.17

In my opinion there will be perceived landscape effects as a result
of the Project, largely related to the widening of the roading areas
requiring increased slopes and the introduction of retaining walls.
The introduction of additional infrastructure items will not
necessarily change the character of the landscape, but will
increase

the

overall

motorway

prominence,

enhancing

its

severance effect.
12.18

However, the proposed planting throughout the corridor is
extensive, and in my opinion is a significantly positive landscape
outcome. It will provide enhanced biodiversity outcomes, stronger
cultural

connections,

reduced

landscape

maintenance,

and

enhanced amenity. The severance is also mitigated in an urban
design sense, through the introduction of enhanced cycling and
pedestrian facilities.
12.19

On balance, I consider overall that the landscape effects will be
positive. I acknowledge that some of the changes to the landform
as a result of the Project could potentially be mitigated or reduced
through extending the designation boundary, but recognise that
this would result in an even wider corridor and create significant
disruption to existing land use activities. In contrast, keeping the
corridor as narrow as possible and undertaking extensive planting
will help the Project better integrate with the more natural forms of
the surrounding environment, and help to diminish its engineered
character.

12.20

I also recognise that it will take time for the mitigation to become
fully effective. As most of the landscape mitigation will be provided
in the form of planting, which is likely to be undertaken towards the
end of each phase of the Project, these will need to establish and
grow. Based on my experience with other projects in the wider
Auckland area, I would anticipate this to take in the region of 3-5
years.

77.

In my opinion, “3-5 years” is a rather optimistic assessment of the time required
for the mitigation to become effective; perhaps 6-10 years would be a more
pragmatic time frame. Even so, I essentially agree with Mr Bray in relation to the
longer term outcomes now anticipated, taking into account the extensive
mitigation proposed. He states that these would be in relation to “Landscape
Effects”; my view is that this proposed mitigation – in all of its various guises –
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would also help to ameliorate and reduce the more specific amenity / visual
effects that are also addressed in his report, albeit, over time; not immediately.
78.

As a result, I generally agree with his overall conclusions (paragraph 16.4) that
the NCI project would have a very low to quite limited impact on most residential
areas and other receiving environments exposed to SH1 and SH18. This includes
those generally living in close proximity to SH18 and the existing Constellation
Drive interchange, who will benefit from the retention of existing bunding planting
and fencing next to the highway corridor, together with somewhat reduced traffic
levels on Constellation Drive and the screening of the new ramps and bridge by
extensive bunding and planting. The high levels of impact identified in relation to
the residential enclave near the proposed Paul Matthews Drive interchange would
be somewhat of an aberration in this regard, although it is a ‘deviation from the
norm’ that still needs to be addressed via mitigation. I consider that the mitigation
proposed – mainly fencing and planting – is appropriate.

79.

Finally, both the Council’s Urban Design Panel (UDP) and myself have raised
concern about the relative absence of design details – including lists of plant
species to be used at different locations and the finished design of bridges,
retaining walls, noise walls, and the SUP – as these will have a bearing on both
the finished appearance and effects of the completed project. Such details might
have provided an additional layer of comfort about the proposal’s direct effects in
relation to some catchments – for instance, near Colliston Rise and Rosedale
Road. They are still not provided.

80.

On the other hand, there is now more direct reference to sections of the revised
UDLF that address design elements, including its potential matauranga mauri
components. Furthermore, the conditions in relation to design and mitigation have
been revised to address this matter and ensure that both mitigation and design
responses to parts of the NCI are appropriate. As such, this matter is no longer as
critical as it was at the time of my initial review.

1.3 PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE EFFECTS
81.

At page 27 of BML’s AEE report, a summary of ‘Overall Landscape Effects’ is
provided. It summarises the Northern Corridor’s key effects as follows:
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Landscape effects will largely be due to earthworks, the removal of
vegetation, as well as works within Oteha Stream embankments, and Lucas
Creek and Alexandra Stream embankments. Removal of vegetation within
stream embankments will alter the character of these areas by heightening
the impression of further human modification. However, this will occur in
isolated areas, adjacent to the road environment and revegetation will take
place within disturbed areas. Within some areas trees will need to be
removed, however, replacement planting and revegetation to compensate
vegetation loss will be undertaken. A large amount of mitigation and amenity
planting is proposed throughout the Project to offset both landscape and
visual amenity effects.
The temporary adverse natural character and landscape effects are interim
effects only and would reduce once the Project is complete. Following
mitigation, it is considered that permanent adverse natural character and
landscape effects anticipated at the completion for the Project can be
managed and mitigated to result in low adverse effects overall.

82.

I have reviewed the stream corridors potentially affected by the proposed
modifications to SH1 and SH18. I share the opinion expressed in BML’s report in
relation to physical changes to the south Albany, Rosedale and Oteha Valley
landscapes. In my assessment, such effects would be temporary and the stream
margins should rapidly recover from the proposed vegetation clearance and
earthworks. It is unfortunate that NZTA has not taken the opportunity to address
the Lucas Creek catchment in a more positive manner by installing a new
stormwater pond, as recommended at Section 6.1 of the UDLF, but this matter is
better addressed as part of the review of stormwater effects.

83.

In fact, the area most impacted by such actions would be Rosedale Park South
and the North Shore Hockey Association facilities, both of which have been
subject to previous earthworks and modification. The earthworks and structural
changes proposed by NZTA as part of the NCI project would not have a
significant impact on the natural landscape values of those parts of Rosedale
Park near the treatment ponds.

84.

Overall, therefore, it is my opinion that the anticipated changes to the physical landscape near
SH1 and SH18 would be acceptable in my assessment, notwithstanding the changes proposed
for Rosedale Park South.
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PART 2: PROPOSED NCI CONDITIONS
85.

The application’s Appendix A contains the following ‘General Conditions’ in
respect of urban design and landscape:
Urban Design and Landscape
UDL.1 The Transport Agency shall submit an Urban Design and Landscape
Plan (UDLP) to the Council as part of the outline plan required under
section 176A of the Resource Management Act 1991.
UDL.2 The purpose of the UDLP is to outline:
a. The methods and measures to avoid, remedy and mitigate
adverse effects on landscape amenity during the construction
phase of the Project;
b. The requirements for the Project’s permanent landscape
mitigation works; and
c. The maintenance and monitoring requirements.

UDL.3 The UDLP shall be prepared in accordance with:
a. The Transport Agency’s Urban Design Guidelines: Bridging the
Gap (2013) or any subsequent updated version; and
b. The Transport Agency’s P39 Standard Specification for Highway
Landscape Treatments, 2013.
UDL.4 The Corridor Requirements set out in Chapter 5 of the draft Urban
Design and Landscape Framework (UDLF) shall be given effect to
through the UDLP in relation to the following matters:
a. Earthworks contouring including cut and fill batters, benching,
and spoil disposal sites, median treatment and roadside
treatment;
b. Architectural and landscape treatment of all major structures,
including bridges, underpasses, retaining walls and noise walls
and barriers;
c. Architectural and landscape treatment of the new structures at
Constellation and Albany Bus Stations;
d. Landscape treatment of permanent stormwater management
ponds, wetlands and swales; and e. Pedestrian and cycle
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facilities

including

paths,

road

crossings

and

dedicated

pedestrian/ cycle bridges or underpasses.
UDL.5 The UDLP shall include mitigation planting in general accordance
with the requirements of Section 6 of the draft UDLF and shall
include the following planting details:
a. Identification of vegetation to be retained, protection measures,
and planting to be established along cleared edges;
b. Proposed planting including plant species, plant/grass mixes,
spacing/densities, sizes (at the time of planting) and layout and
planting methods;
c. The staging of planting in relation to the construction programme
shall, as far as practicable, include provision for planting within
each planting season following completion of works in each stage
of the Project and detailed specifications relating to (but not
limited to) the following:
i. Weed control and clearance;
ii. Pest animal management;
iii. Ground preparation (topsoiling and decompaction);
iv. Mulching;
v. Plant sourcing and planting, including hydroseeding and
grassing; and
vi. A maintenance regime including monitoring and reporting
requirements, which is to apply for a minimum 2 year period
following that planting being undertaken. …….
UDL.8 The Transport Agency may submit amendments to the UDLP to the
Council. Any works in accordance with the amended UDLP shall not
commence until the process under section 176A of the Resource
Management Act 1991 has been completed in relation to those
aspects of the UDLP that are being amended.
UDL.9 The UDLPs shall be prepared in partnership with the NZ Transport
Agency Central Northern Iwi Integration Group. This consultation
shall commence at least 30 working days prior to submission of each
UDLP to Council. Any comments and inputs received from the
Central Northern Iwi Integration Group shall be clearly documented
within the UDLP, along with a clear explanation of where any
comments or suggestions have not been incorporated and the
reasons why.
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86.

Other, more specific, conditions of relevance to urban design and landscape,
cover:
§

Earthworks – although these primarily address erosion and sediment
control; and

§

Planting – focusing on the need for planting plans to detail plant species,
numbers, density and distribution, then on-going weed and pest
management

87.

Clearly, the UDLP is the key document in relation to the design detailing of all
urban design and landscape works associated with the Northern Corridor
Improvements project. Although Condition UDL3 also refers to NZTA’s “Bridging
The Gap” and it’s “P39 Standard Specification for Highway Landscape
Treatments”, both are generic documents, which address broad principles – the
latter in relation to the engagement and responsibilities of a Landscape Architect.
Neither document appreciably adds to the UDLF, already discussed at length in
this review – or a future UDLP derived from it.

88.

Moreover, in my review of the AEE I also raised concerns about the failure of
NZTA’s development proposals to incorporate key recommendations of the Draft
UDLF in relation to “Design Outcomes Sought” (Section 6.1). In my view, this
provided little comfort that the ‘outcomes’ of a future UDLP would be delivered in
an effective manner, even though Conditions UDL1 to UDL9 quite correctly point
to the UDLP as the key instrument in relation to the realisation of key urban
design and landscape outcomes for the NCI project. I felt that the failure of the
NOR and related applications to adhere to many of the Draft UDLF’s “Design
Outcomes Sought” inevitably raised concern about the implementation of UDL1 to
UDL9 at a more fine-grained level.

89.

In light of the reliance on the UDLP to deliver key urban design and landscape
outcomes, I also reviewed the related matters traversed within Section 5 of the
UDLF addressing “Project Requirements”. The more refined design of individual
project components is addressed under the following headings:
1.1

General Requirements

1.2

Landscape Design Requirements

1.3

Bridges Requirements
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1.4

Stormwater management Requirements

1.5

Noise Barrier and Retaining Wall Requirements

1.6

Underpass Requirements

1.7

Constellation Bus Station Requirements

1.8

Shared Use Path Accessory Infrastructure Requirements

1.9

Other Infrastructure Requirements

1.10 Requirements For The Urban Forest At The SH1 and SH18
Interchange
90.

Although Section 5.2 addresses the functional and ecological imperatives
associated with planting, there is no commentary on a design narrative or theme
applicable to planting within the project footprint generally or within specific
sections of the SH1 and SH18 corridors. In common with most of the content of
respect of Sections 5.3 to 5.9, the design content remains quite generic, without
more specific design concepts being described or explained. Instead, most of the
matters addressed under these headings relate to CPTED requirements, such as
providing ‘well-proportioned environments’ for pedestrians and cyclists, and
promoting ease of use and ‘wayfinding’. Addressing Underpasses at p.38, for
example, it is stated that the project should:
Provide an environment that is respectful of the people using it. It should be
attractive and stimulating and give the impression that an effort is being
made to provide the best possible facilities. Providing an environment that is
clean and regularly maintained to remove rubbish and signs of vandalism;

91.

Indeed, I found that in relation most of the matters covered by Section 5.0 of the
Draft UDLF, were addressed in very functional and generic fashion, largely
devoid of specifics and detail. As I have previously explained, this also created a
void in relation to the project’s design theming or ‘narrative’. For example, even
though the Te Aranga Design Principles and matauranga mauri were discussed
at some length in Section 4.4 of the Draft UDLF (Project Specific Iwi Narrative), I
have been unable to find any specific proposals that would carry such concepts
over to the UDLP and implemented development – apart from mention of the
potential to use Maori names, to open up (existing) views to key landmarks, to
improve the ecological conditions of the highway margins, and to incorporate a
‘cultural narrative’ – yet to be realised – in the design of the Constellation Bus
Station.
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92.

Taking these matters into account, it was my opinion that the proposed conditions
are quite correct to focus on the UDLP: that document should indeed be the first
and last ‘port of call’ for all matters related to detailed urban / landscape design
and implementation within the NCI project. Yet, many of the uncertainties that I
have highlighted reflected the fact that the Draft UDLF was strong on context,
strategies, principles, and generic design outcomes, but much weaker in relation
the implementation of meaningful design outcomes.
EVIDENCE OF SHANNON BRAY

93.

Shannon Bray has addressed these concerns directly at his paragraph 10.9
onwards:
10.9

As outlined above, as part of my recent involvement in the Project I
have undertaken a review of the UDLF to ensure it provides for the
design outcomes required as mitigation against potential urban
design, landscape or visual effects, and addresses any appropriate
concerns raised by submitters. The updated version differs to the
version lodged with the application documents as follows:
a Slightly revised text in Sections 1, 2 and 3, including moving
Section 3.1 (which relates to design principles) to Section 4.4.
b Full review of Section 4 – Design Strategy, including:
i

Revision of the Project design objectives to more closely
align with the Transport Agency’s broader urban design
and landscape objectives, as well as the Project overall;

ii Refinement of the design principles (including moving
Section 3.1 to Section 4 as described above);
iii Revision of the design korero to provide a more narrative
description (but retaining the core Mana Whenua values
outlined in the previous version and within the Cultural
Impact Assessments); and
iv The relocation of much of the Matauranga Māori Project
outcomes into Section 5.
c Extensive revision of Section 5, including changing the title to
‘Outcomes Sought’. This section now considers each urban
design or landscape element (such as bridges, walls, busway,
etc.) from a broad, strategic perspective before focusing on
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individual or specific structures that are related to these
elements (for example Albany Bridge anticipated outcomes,
previously located at the back of Section 6, have now been
brought into the Bridges section), and further clarity is provided
around each feature.
d Review and update the plans in Section 6, which now becomes
the ‘Landscape Mitigation and Enhancement Plans’. Largely the
plans remain the same, however additional annotation is
provided to outline the specific anticipated outcomes referred to
in Section 5.
10.10

Most of the graphics and images within the UDLF remain the same
as the lodged version. However, I have refined some of them to
make them clearer or to provide more annotations.

94.

Mr Bray then goes on to state that a UDLP will be prepared and submitted as part
of the OPW and he goes on, at paragraph 10.13 as follows:
10.13

Mr Burn’s evidence sets out the proposed conditions that require
the UDLF and UDLP to be given effect to.12 As part of the OPW
process, Council will have an opportunity to review the UDLP to
ensure it follows the outcomes sought in the UDLF.

10.14

The Transport Agency has an internal review process that involves
urban design and landscape advisors both within and outside of
the Project. The role of these advisors is to ensure that the UDLP
(and the construction drawings) accurately reflect what is set out in
the UDLF. The UDLP must also comply with all consent and
designation conditions, and the Transport Agency’s own internal
specifications and standards (for example the P39 specification for
planting).

95.

I fully agree with Mr Bray that it is critical for the UDLP to implement the revised
Sections 4, 5 and 6 of the revised UDLF. Having read Mr Burn’s evidence
addressing proposed conditions, I am also now satisfied that the opportunities for
consultation and review by Council are sufficient in relation to the UDLP that it
should achieve high quality and appropriate design outcomes.
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PART 3: RECOMMENDATIONS
96.

In my peer review of the NCI’s AEE documentation I was highly critical of many design
proposals and the assessment of landscape and visual effects. The design refinements
now proposed by NZTA, together with revisions to the UDLF and Mr Bray’s detailed
assessment of landscape and urban design effects, have adequately addressed many
of the concerns that I initially raised, especially in relation to:
a) The effects of development on key residential catchments and nodes, including
near the Constellation Drive interchange and within Oteha Valley;
b) Mitigation planting – certainly in relation to its extent;
c) Other mitigation measures, notably around the Paul Matthews Drive interchange
and near Colliston Rise relative to key properties subject to a high level of effect;
d) The Albany Busway overbridge, in terms of both its design and effects;
e) The proposed stormwater pond and general functionality of Rook Reserve;
f)

The retention of planting, bunding and fencing near SH18;

g) The provisions of walkways / cycleways in conjunction with development of a new
McClymonts Road bridge;
h) The provision of SUP connections with that bridge, together with existing walkways
/ cycleways at Greville Road, Rosedale and Arrendale Way;
i)

The protection of opportunities for future at-grade connection of the SUP with
future public open spaces and walkways / cycleways;

j)

The parallel development of the Spencer Road overbridge;

k) The ‘locking in’ of future design detailing to both the revised UDLF and future
UDLP via revised conditions – including that design work related to an overall
‘design narrative’, the Te Aranga Design Principles and matauranga mauri; and
l)
97.

The provision for Council review and input as part of the OPW process.

Even so, I retain concerns about some aspects of the project that are important from
an urban design and landscape standpoint, especially in relation to future ‘second tier’
accessibility and connectivity. These matters primarily relate to SH18 and, in particular:
i) The proposed alignment of the SUP next to SH18. In my opinion, its location down
the northern side of the highway, jammed between that thoroughfare’s margins
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and a sequence of commercial / industrial blocks, service yards and car parks, is
inappropriate. It would divorce the SUP from logical connection with the Unsworth
Height residential area and its reserve network.
ii) This ‘isolation’ would be compounded by the absence of an SUP logical connection
between the Paul Matthews Drive interchange and Rook Reserve.
iii) It would be further exacerbated by NZTA’s equivocation over redevelopment of the
Rook Reserve / Alexandra Stream underpass. That underpass has the potential to
help integrate the proposed SUP with Unsworth Heights’ road and footpath
network, and it seems logical to replace the current, corrugated iron-lined, tunnel
with an underpass that meets the Draft UDL’s specifications at the same time as
SH18 is affected by development of the nearby interchange.
98.

In my opinion, these matters should be addressed as they directly pertain to the longer
term, functionality of SH18 in relation to use by pedestrians and cyclists. The proposed
SUP should enhance connectivity and the efficiency of second tier transport routes,
notwithstanding the primary focus of the NCI project on vehicular flows and
connections. In my opinion, the matters raised above are as important as the Spencer
Road overbridge and should be addressed accordingly.

Stephen Brown
BTP, Dip LA, Fellow NZILA, Affiliate NZPI

25 May 2017
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ANNEXURE A

Stephen Brown CV
Qualifications:
Professional
Qualifications:
(2012-14)

Bachelor of Town Planning 1978 (Auckland University)
Diploma of Landscape Architecture 1981 (Lincoln University)
Fellow & Past President of the NZ Institute of Landscape Architects
Affiliate Of The NZ Planning Institute

Professional
Experience:

Auckland Regional Authority 1982 - 84
Travers Morgan Planning (London) 1984 - 86
Brown Woodhouse Landscape Architects (owner) 1987 - 88
LA4 (part owner & director) 1988 - 98
Brown NZ Ltd 1999 onwards

AWARDS:
Landscape Value Mapping of Hong Kong (2001 – 5): development of the methodology and assessment criteria for the
‘landscape values and sensitivity mapping’ of Hong Kong undertaken by Urbis Ltd for the Hong Kong Government
– awarded the Strategic Planning Award by the (UK) Landscape Institute in 2006.
Auckland Geomorphic / Geological Features Assessment (2011): analysis of past case law, the RMA and current
policy, together with field evaluation of 207 features to determine if they qualify as ONFs – for Auckland Council:
NZILA Distinction (Landscape Planning & Environmental Studies Category) 2014

PROJECT ASSESSMENTS:
Westhaven Stage 1 Extension (2015/16): development of the concepts for the Stage 1 Extension of Westhaven’s
northern reclamation including: the closure of the western marina entry, replacement of pile moorings by two new
berthage piers and reconfiguration of the existing A Pier, provision of 110 new car parks, development of a series
of public open spaces culminating in a ‘forest’ of pouwhenua and an elevated ‘waka headland’ promontory
projecting out over the Waitemata Harbour (developed in conjunction with the Panuku Development Auckland
Mana Whenua Collective). Accompanied by a detailed assessment of the proposal’s landscape, natural character
and amenity effects – for Panuku Auckland.
Klondyke Water Storage Facility (2015/16): assessment of the effects of the development and operation of a 53Mm
water storage dam near the Rangitata River in South Canterbury, together with related modifications to the
existing Rangitata Diversion Race canal system – for RDR Management Ltd.

3

MV Rena Shipwreck Assessment (2015): evaluation of the natural character and landscape implications of various
options pertaining to wreck removal and remediation – for Beca Limited.
Highland Park Apartments (2015): assessment of the visual and amenity effects associated with the development of a 6
storey apartment complex within the Highland Park Commercial Centre in Pakuranga, Auckland – for Canvas
Investments Ltd.
Hagley Park Cricket Oval Application (2013): review of the landscape and amenity effects of a proposed cricket oval –
including embankments, spectator pavilions and seating, light towers, security fencing and parking – within
Hagley Park South for events up to the international level – for Christchurch City Council.
Seafarers Site Redevelopment – Quay St (2012): review of the visual and urban design implications of a proposed plan
change by Cooper & Co to accommodate 55m high hotel / commercial development on Auckland’s waterfront, at
the edge of the Britomart Heritage Precinct – for Auckland Council
Puketoi Wind Farm Project (2011 / 12): assessment of the landscape, amenity and natural character effects of a 54
turbine wind farm to be located on the Puketoi Range in the Tararua District together with a 220 kV transmission
corridor to the Turitea substation on the northern Tararua Range – for Mighty River Power Ltd
Waterview Connection Project / SH16 (2009): assessment of landscape, amenity and natural character effects
associated with redevelopment of the Te Atatu – Waterview section of Auckland’s North-western Motorway and
the Te Atatu interchange – for the NZ Transport Agency
Waterview Connection Project / SH20 (2009): evaluation of the landscape and amenity effects associated with
development of SH20 from Stoddard Rd to Waterview in Auckland – for the NZ Transport Agency
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Eden Park Rugby World Cup 2011 (2006 - 10): detailed evaluation of the amenity and landscape effects of the proposed
redevelopment of the Eden Park stadium and grounds for the Rugby World Cup 2011, addressing both ‘legacy’
and temporary stand alternatives – for the Eden Park Redevelopment Board
Project Mill Creek (2010): assessment of the landscape, natural character and amenity effects of a proposed 31 turbine
wind farm proposed in close proximity to Makara and Ohariu Valley, near Wellington – for Wellington City Council
Turitea Wind Farm (2006 - 10): preliminary assessment of the landscape and amenity effects of a proposed 80 turbine
wind farm on the Tararua Ranges near Palmerston North – for Might River Power Ltd
Moorabool Wind Farm (2009/10): assessment of the landscape and amenity implications of a proposed 110 turbine wind
farm east of Ballarat in the Moorabool Shire of Victoria – for WestWind Pty Ltd.
Project Central Wind (2009): evaluation of the landscape, natural character and amenity effects of a proposed 51 turbine
wind farm proposed for the southern margins of the North Island’s Volcanic Plateau near Taihape and SH1,
including a sub-regional assessment of alternative locations – for Meridian Energy Ltd
Allandale Wind Farm (2008): evaluation of the landscape and amenity effects of a proposed 50 turbine wind farm near
Mt Gambier and Port MacDonnell in South Australia – for Acciona Ltd
Sidonia Hills Wind Farm (2008): assessment of the landscape and amenity implications of a proposed 52 turbine wind
farm in the Macedon Hills Shire of Victoria – for Hydro Tasmania Consulting & Roaring 40s.
Project West Wind (2006): assessment of the strategic, regional implications, of the Project West Wind wind farm relative
to the Wellington region and the southern halves of the Wairarapa and Manawatu coastlines – for the NZ Wind
Energy Association
Awhitu Wind Farm (2005): evaluation of the strategic landscape and natural character effects of a 21 turbine wind farm
proposed by Genesis Energy for the coastal margins of the Tasman Sea and Awhitu Peninsula near Waiuku,
south of Auckland – for the Auckland Regional Council
Matiatia Village (2003-4): evaluation of he landscape, natural character and amenity effects associated with a
comprehensive commercial village development (18,000m2), together with car parking and transport interchange
at the ‘gateway’ to Waiheke Island - for Waitemata Infrastructure Ltd.
Waitemata Harbour Crossing Options Assessment (2002/3): Evaluation of the visual and amenity effects of 9 harbour
crossing options, including bridges, tunnels, submerged tubes, reclamations, ventilation and service structures,
trenches and motorway interchanges - for Opus International and Transit NZ
Coca Cola Amatil Plant Expansion (2005): assessment of the amenity effects associated with an $80 million expansion
of Coca Cola Amatil’s plant at Mt Wellington, abutting two arterial roads and a large residential community - for
Coca Cola Amatil.
Weiti River Crossing Review (2015 & 2000): review of the effects of a proposed bridge over the Weiti Estuary and the
coastal environment - for the Auckland Council & Auckland Regional Council.
ALPURT B2 Waiwera River Crossing Review (1999): review of the effects of a proposed bridge and related roading
developments on the Waiwera and Puhoi Estuary coastal environs - for the Auckland Regional Council.
Sylvia Park Commercial Centre Assessment (1999): detailed assessment of the implications of a plan change to
accommodate 150,000 sq metres of retail, office, and residential development at Mt Wellington, including
community facilities, a railway station and new access road - for Kiwi Property Management Ltd.
Marsden Point Port Impact Assessment (1997 & 2002): responsible for assessment of the visual and amenity
implications of a major new port facility covering some 37 ha.s and associated infrastructure development including preparation of proposals for amelioration & enhancement around Blacksmith's Creek, followed by
assessment of the effects of additional berths in 2002 - for the Northland Port Corporation / Northport.
Southdown Power Station Assessment (1995): detailed assessment of the likely visual and amenity implications of a
co-generation power station within the industrial/coastal environment of Southdown – for Mercury Energy /
Transalta.
Dominion Rd Transport Designation Assessment (2000): detailed analysis of the amenity and visual implications of
proposed transport corridor designations, including road widening and LRT corridor deviations off Dominion Rd for Auckland City.
Glenfield Rd Designations Review (2004): review of the effects of implementation of three Outline Plans Of Work and
resource consent applications related to the widening of Glenfield Rd, an arterial route within North Shore City,
including evaluation of impacts in respect of amenity, streetscape and open space values - for North Shore City .
Lake Rd Designations Assessment (2002): detailed analysis of the effects associated with widening of Lake Rd,
including impacts upon residential amenity, streetscape and open space values; and appraisal of mitigation
measures - for North Shore City .
Omokoroa Roading Options Study (2001): evaluation of route options and effects as part of an Assessment of
Environmental Effects (in association with Beca Carter Tauranga) - for Western bay of Plenty D. C.
Tauranga Northern Arterial Review & Arbitration (2000): evaluation of the proposed northern arterial's implications
utilising assessments prepared by LA4 and Priest Mansergh, followed by site visits, and provision of
recommendations to Transit NZ, the Bay of Plenty Regional Council and Western Bay of Plenty District Council
about the landscape mitigation measures that should be employed in conjunction with development of the arterial
corridor - for Transit NZ, the BOP Regional Council and WBOP District Council.
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Eastcliffe On Orakei (Bastion Point) Housing Project Assessment (current): analysis of the visual and amenity
implication of an 86 unit housing development next to Takaparawha reserve at Bastion Point & development of
landscape concepts / detailing as part of the overall development proposal – for Protac Investments & Ngati
Whatua.
Eden Park Floodlighting & North Stand Assessment (1996/7): evaluation of a proposal for floodlighting of the No.1
ground and a new north stand; and design of landscape treatment in front of the north stand - for the Eden Park
Trust Board.
Spencer On Byron Hotel (1998): assessment of the visual effects of a 22 storey hotel proposal for Byron Ave in
Takapuna – for Manawanui Trust.
St Josephs Convent Redevelopment Assessment (1995/6; 2001): analysis of the visual implications of replacing an
existing convent with a combined retirement home / convent / chapel in St Marys Bay, including development of
landscape concept for the main grounds and courtyards - for Little Sisters of the Poor.
Brightside Hospital Assessment (1995/6): analysis of the visual and amenity implications of replacing an existing
hospital with a new hospital facility in central Epsom, including development of landscape proposals for the
historic grounds - for Southern Cross.
South-western Interceptor Assessments (1992; 1996-7): detailed assessment of the proposed route for the Southwestern Interceptor AEE - covering a route from Homai Stream to Puhinui Rd (the eastern airport Access road)
via the Matukutururu Stonefields, Puhinui Inlet and Puhinui Reserve - for the AEE. Followed up in late 1996 with
development of an amelioration strategy - for WaterCare Services Ltd
North Harbour Gas Pipeline (1995-6): three stages of involvement in the planning process covering: evaluation of broad
‘corridor’ options for routing of the pipeline and identification of three preferred routes; detailed assessment of the
landscape and amenity implications of the preferred route option; and preparation and presentation of evidence
about the proposal and its effects for the North Shore City Council hearing - for Enerco.
Auckland International Airport Eastern Accessway Impact Assessment (1989 / 1991): appraisal of a new entry route
and bridge options across Pukaki Inlet for Mangere International Airport and development of broad guidelines for
the design of the entry road and its immediate surrounds - for the Auckland International Airport Company Ltd.
A.R.C. Reservoir / Bulk Water Supply Options Study (1988): responsible for detailed evaluation of eight different dam
and/or river extraction options for supplying Auckland with water into the 21st century - for the Water Dept of the
Auckland Regional Authority.
Sky Tower Assessment (1991): assessment of the Sky Tower proposal for upper Symonds St, Grafton, and presentation
of evidence at the Planning Tribunal in relation to its effects - for Auckland City Council & the Auckland Regional
Council.
Mt Ruahine Mast assessment (1999): evaluation of the effects of a proposed 24 metre mast and shed on top of Mt
Ruahine at the southern end of Great Barrier Island - for the Maritime Safety Authority.
Light Rail transport Evaluation (1990): evaluation of the visual and aesthetic implications of a light rail system running
into and through central Auckland and providing recommendations for its integration into Queen St - for NZ
Railways.
Bayswater Marina ,Okahu Bay Marina & Goldsworthy Bay Marina and Tourism Development Studies (1987-90):
evaluation of all 3 marina proposals and presentation of design recommendations for each - for Wilkins & Davies
Ltd, Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd and L. Sutherland.
Pine Harbour Marina Extension Assessment (1990): visual impact appraisal of a 250 berth extension at Pine Harbour for the Department of Conservation.
Site Selection Studies for P.W.R. Stations at Trawsfynydd and Wylfa - North Wales (1984-6): evaluation of a wide
range of different siting options for two power stations proposed for North Wales based on landscape/visual
impact criteria - for the (U.K.) Central Electricity Generating
Channel Tunnel Railway Connections Study (1986): evaluation of route options and landscape impacts associated with
provision of railway connections to the Channel Tunnel immediately north-west of Folkestone - for the United
Kingdom Department of Transport.

STRATEGIC ASSESSMENTS:
Volcanic Cone Sightlines & Blanket Height Control Review (2015/16): re-appraisal of 87 sightlines within Auckland
City to Mt Victoria, Mt Albert, Mt Roskill, Mt Eden, Mt Hobson, Mt Wellington, One Tree Hill, Mangere Mountain,
Browns Island and Rangitoto, together with a complete review of the Blanket Height Control Areas that flank all of
the major cones across and near the Auckland Isthmus: analysis of the sensitivity of each cone and the key
threats to their visual integrity followed by the mapping of areas that should be subject to a new regime of
building height controls under the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan - for Auckland Council.
West Coast Region & Buller / Grey / Westland Districts Landscape Study & Natural Character Assessment (2001114): assessment of the Buller, Grey and Westland Districts to identify the combined Districts’ / Region’s
Outstanding Natural Landscapes and those part of the Region’s coasts and lake / river / wetland margins that
display High and Outstanding levels of Natural Character – for the West Coast Regional Council & District
Councils
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Thames Coromandel Landscape Review & Assessment (2007 - 14): peer review of the Thames Coromandel
landscape assessment leading to a complete re-assessment of the Peninsula, identification of its Outstanding and
Amenity Landscapes, as well as coastal environments displaying high to outstanding natural character values –
for Thames Coromandel District Council.
West Coast Rural Policy Area (2011): evaluation of the coastal environment, areas of coastal influence and assessment
of amenity values to determine the extent of the proposed West Coast Rural Policy Area overlay – for Auckland
Council
Buller District Landscape & Natural Character Assessment (2011): assessment of the Buller Districts Outstanding
Natural Features and Landscapes, together with identification of its coastal environment, lake / river / wetland
margins and identification of those areas displaying high Natural Character – for Meridian Energy Ltd & the
Environment Court (in relation to the Mokihinui hydro-electric project appeals)
Waikato Regional Policy Statement Chapter 12 – Landscape Review (2011/12): review of proposed ONLs and areas
of high natural character across the Waikato Region, taking into account public submissions and the 2010 NZ
Coastal Policy Statement – for the Waikato regional Council
Auckland Geomorphic / Geological Features Assessment (2011): analysis of past case law, the RMA and current
policy, together with field evaluation of 207 features to determine if they qualify as ONFs – for Auckland Council
Auckland Region: Outstanding Natural Features Study (2011): assessment of over 220 geomorphic and ecological
features (mainly volcanic remnants such as the Wiri Lava Cave, Orakei Basin / crater) to determine which of those
should be classified as an Outstanding Natural Feature under section 6(b) of the RMA – for Auckland Council
Auckland Region: Amenity Areas Study (2011): description and mapping of those areas within the Region that qualify
as Amenity Landscapes within the Auckland – in terms of their aesthetic and natural characteristics, recreational
appeal, etc – with reference to section 7(c) of the RMA – for Auckland Council
Auckland Region: Natural Character Assessment (2012/13): delineation of the coastal environment for the Auckland
Region and identification of areas of high natural character employing key environmental indicators / parameters –
for the Auckland Regional Council.
Manawatu / Tararua / Lower Rangitikei District Landscape Assessment (2009): identification of the Outstanding
Natural Landscapes and Amenity Landscapes distributed within all three districts within 150km of the Turitea Wind
Farm site in the northern Tararua Range – for Mighty River Power.
Otorohanga District Landscape Assessment (2009 - 11): identification of Outstanding Natural Features and
Landscapes, Amenity Landscapes and parts of the District’s coastline – together with lake and river / stream
margins – that display high Natural Character values – for Otorohanga District Council.
Kawhia Aotea West Coast Assessment (2006): assessment of the landscape and natural character values of the
catchments around Kawhia and Aotea Harbours, including the identification of the area’s outstanding landscapes,
visual amenity landscapes and parts of the coastline displaying high natural character – for Environment Waikato
and the Waikato, Waipa and Otorohonga District Councils.
Whangarei District Landscape review / Assessment (2005): assessment of landscape values across Whangarei
District to identify its Outstanding Landscape and Visual Amenity Landscapes, involving use of past public
preference research, public consultation, identification of natural character values, landscape heritage values - in
conjunction with Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd for Whangarei District Council.
Assessment of the Auckland Region's Landscape (2001-4): responsible for a review of landscape assessment
methodologies appropriate for re-assessment of the Auckland Region's landscape, including literature search and
organisation of workshops to review theoretical options - designed to address identification of Auckland's
outstanding / iconic landscapes; followed by Q-Sort testing of public attitudes to landscape, and mapping of the
Auckland Region’s Outstanding Landscapes - for the Auckland Regional Council.
Hauraki Gulf Islands District Plan - Plan Change Reviews (2003): detailed reviews of Plan Changes 23 (Subdivision),
24 (Earthworks), 25 (Indigenous Vegetation Clearance) & 26 (Lot Coverage) involving detailed assessment of the
Waiheke and Great Barrier Island landscapes in respect of their capacity to accommodate changes to the relevant
thresholds for permitted and discretionary activities and assessment criteria leading to recommendations in
relation to each Plan Change - for Auckland City.
Auckland Urban Coastline Assessment:
Waiheke Island Coastal Landscape Assessment:
Great Barrier Island Coastal Landscape Assessment:
(1993-5): Assessment of the VALUE, VULNERABILITY and overall SENSITIVITY of each of these coastal areas
- involving their breakdown into landscape units, description and discussion of landscape character types and
preparation of preliminary policies for landscape management - for the Auckland Regional Council.
East Manukau Assessment:
(1994-6): responsible for managing / overseeing assessment of the landscape values in each of these strategic
landscape studies - involving their breakdown into landscape units, description and discussion of landscape
character types and preparation of preliminary policies for landscape management - for the Hawkes Bay
Regional Council & Manukau City Council.
Mahia Peninsula / Wairoa Coastal Strategy (2003): assessment of the landscape and natural character values of the
Mahia Peninsula and nearby coastal areas, including Mahanga and Opoutama, to provide input on both
conservation and strategic development strategies for the Wairoa District Coastal Strategy Study - for Beca Carter
Hollings & Ferner and Wairoa District Council.
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North Shore City Significant Landscape Features Assessment (1998-2001): identification, analysis and description of
all significant landscape features within the Albany, Greenhithe, Paremoremo and Long Bay / Okura parts of
North Shore City - for North Shore City Council.
East Tamaki Catchment Management Study (2001): analysis of landscape and open space values in the East Tamaki
catchment leading to recommendations in relation to future open space provision and park acquisition - for Beca
Carter & Manukau City Council.
Whangarei District Coastal Management Study (2003): assessment of the landscape values and ‘carrying capacity’ of
settlement areas down the eastern Whangarei coastline leading to recommendations about future development
and conservation strategies - in relation to: Oakura, Moureeses Bay, Woolleys Bay, Matapouri, Pataua South &
North, Ocean Beach, Urquharts Bay, Taurikura, Reotahi and McLeods Bay - for Beca Carter & Whangarei District
Council.
Waitakere City Northern Strategic Growth Area Study (2000 - 2001 & 2003): Analysis of existing landscape features,
character areas and resources within the Whenuapai / Hobsonville / Brighams Creek catchment as the basis for
evaluation of future growth options. This work includes the identification of key landscape sensitivities within the
catchment, the identification of development constraints and opportunities in relation to the local landscape and
the preliminary assessment of effects associated with shifting Auckland's MUL in the subject area - for URS New
Zealand Ltd and Waitakere City Council (Eco Water). In 2003 this work was extended to cover Herald Island and
the Red Hills area - for Landcare Research.
Franklin District Rural Plan Change Study (2002/3): responsible for re-evaluation of most of Franklin District - in
relation to landscape values, sensitivities and residential development potential / appeal - to determine areas that
present opportunities for residential growth, rural areas that should be specifically excluded from rural-residential
development and generic features that should be conserved throughout the District - for Franklin District Council.
Assessment of the Auckland Region's Landscape (1983-4): region-wide appraisal of both the aesthetic quality and
the visual absorption capability of different parts of Auckland's extra-urban landscape (covering 425,000 has).
This study involved breaking the Region down into 633 landscape units and incorporated a public preference
study with over 1100 public participants. It has enabled planners to come to terms with both public perceptions of
landscape value and the relative vulnerability of different parts of the Region to development - for the ARC.
Whangarei District North-eastern Coastal Settlements Assessment (1996): assessment of key landscape features
and elements that should be conserved to help define the margins of urban growth around Whangarei District's
north-eastern coastline - from Ocean Beach in the south to Oakura and Whangaruru - for Whangarei District
Council.
Volcanic Cone Sightlines Review (1997 - 2003): appraisal of current sightlines to Auckland’s volcanic cones leading to
suggestions about the addition, deletion and location of sightlines, and the specification of controls in relation to
each - for the ARC and Auckland City Council.

PEER REVIEWS OF IMPACT ASSESSMENTS:
Matiatia Marina Application (2013/14): peer review of the landscape, natural character and amenity effects of a
proposed marina at Matiatia on Waiheke Island – for Auckland Council.
Sandspit Marina Application (2012): peer review of the landscape, natural character and amenity effects of a proposed
marina within the Matakana River estuary – for Auckland Council
Escarpment Mine Application (2012): peer review of the landscape, amenity and natural character effects of the
proposed Escarpment Mine (open Cast) on the Denniston Plateau, including detailed review of whether or not the
Plateau lies within an Outstanding Natural Landscape; followed by the preparation and presentation of evidence
at an environment court hearing – for Buller District Council
Onehunga Foreshore Restoration Project 2011): peer review of the evaluation of landscape, natural character,
amenity and urban design effects associated with rehabilitation of the Onehunga foreshore – for Auckland Council.
Matiatia Marina Project (2011-14): review of the landscape, natural character and amenity effects of a proposed marina
within Matiatia May at the western gateway to Waiheke Island – for Auckland Council.
Orakei Point (2008): peer review of a mixed use residential / commercial / transport hub development on the edge of the
2
Orakei Basin and Hobson Bay in Auckland, involving up to 8 storey development and footprint of up to 88,000m
2
of residential floor space, together with another 20,000m of commercial floor area, in conjunction with creation of
a pedestrian plaza and recreation areas on the edge of both water areas – for the Auckland Regional Council.
Waikato Wind Farm Project (2008): review of the landscape, natural character and amenity implications of a 235 turbine
wind farm proposed for the Tasman Sea’s coastal hinterland between Port Waikato and Raglan, covering a site
some 34kms long and up to 8kms wide – for the Waikato and Franklin District Councils.
Te Uku Wind Park (2007): peer review and assessment of the landscape, amenity and natural character effects of a 28
turbine wind farm proposed for the Te Uku Ridge / Wharauroa Plateau by WEL Networks – for Waikato District
Council.
Te Arai Coastal Community Review (2005 - 2006): evaluation of the landscape and natural character effects of a
proposed 1400 lot development at northern Pakiri Beach (north-eastern Rodney District), incorporating a
commercial / community centre, golf course, wetlands / lakes and coastal reserve - for the Auckland Regional
Council.
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St Emilion Comprehensive Housing Development (2005 - 2006): evaluation of the landscape and amenity implications
of a ‘gated community housing project, containing 144 residential units and a recreation centre - for Rodney
District Council.
Swanson Structure Plan (2005): analysis and review of Waitakere City’s proposed Swanson Structure Plan for an area
on the margins of both metropolitan Auckland and the Waitakere Ranges, as the basis for an Environment Court
Appeal - for the Auckland Regional Council.
Project West Wind (2005): detailed peer review of the West Wind proposal and Peter Rough Associates’ assessment of
the proposal’s landscape and visual effects - for Meridian Energy Ltd.
Awhitu Wind Farm (2004 - 2005): evaluation of the strategic landscape and natural character effects of Genesis
Energy’s proposed wind farm at the southern end of the Awhitu Peninsula - for the Auckland Regional Council.
Millbrook Quarry Review (2005): assessment of the landscape effects of a proposed 30 year expansion to the current
Wharehine Quarry near Mt Tamahunga and southern Pakiri (north-eastern Rodney District) - for Rodney District
Council.
Mountain Landing Coastal Residential development (2004-5): assessment of the landscape effects of a proposed 40
lot subdivision, involving extensive ecological restoration, next to Marsden Cross in the northern Bay Of Islands for Blue Water Holdings and The Environmental Defence Society.
Tairua Marina (2002 - 5): review of the natural character, landscape and amenity effects of a proposed marina (150
berths) at Tairua on the Coromandel Peninsula, as the basis for hearing recommendations , then appeal evidence
- for Environment Waikato,
Tairua Marina (2002 / 3): detailed review / analysis of the natural character implications of three marina proposals for
Tairua Harbour and recommendations - for Environment Waikato.
Telstra Clear Telecommunications Network Review (2002): evaluation of the assessments undertaken as part of 4
applications for the staged 'roll out' of an overhead cable network within Auckland City - for Auckland City Council.
277 Broadway Review (2002-3): responsible for reviewing the visual and urban design components of proposal for the
redevelopment of the "277" sites in Newmarket - for City Planning.
88 The Strand (1999): independent review of the visual effects of the proposed twin tower residential development at 88
The Strand, Parnell - for Auckland City.
Weiti River Crossing Review (2000): review of the effects of a proposed motorway bridge over the Weiti Estuary and the
coastal environment - for the Auckland Regional Council.
ALPURT B2 Waiwera River Crossing Review (1999): review of the effects of a proposed bridge and related roading
developments on the Waiwera and Puhoi Estuary coastal environs - for the Auckland Regional Council.
O'Shea Subdivision Review - Great Barrier Island (1999 - 2000): evaluation of a proposal for a 17 lot subdivision at
Awana on the basis of protection of a Special Environmental Feature leading to participation in the Council
hearing and current Environment Court proceedings - for Auckland City Gulf Islands.
McGintys Visitor Accommodation Review - Waiheke Island (1998-9): appraisal of proposals for redevelopment of the
McGintys' hotel site on Onetangi Beach - including the development of a restaurant / bar and 46 residential units
resulting in participation in the Council hearing and in Environment Court proceedings - for Auckland City Gulf
Islands.
Environmental Impact Audits: Sandspit, Whitianga, Paihia and Okahu Landing Marina Proposals (1988-91):
auditing of visual impact assessments to ensure the technical adequacy of each assessment and to independently
evaluate their findings - for the Dept. of Conservation, Northland Regional Council and Americas Cup Planning
Authority.
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